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SPECIAL

,Telcos, fiber
and HDTV:
Is CATV up
to the challenge?

If inexperienced salespeople have ruffled your feathers, make awiser
choice. Contact MIDWEST CATV.
Why waste time with salespeople
who don't give ahoot about your
problems? Make awise choice and
call Midwest CATV. Our people know
the cable industry and provide
solutions to customers' problems
every day.
Are you having problems finding
the necessary inventory? Do you
need assistance in selecting the right
products? At Midwest CATV, we have
the supplies and the solutions.
We provide afull line of products,
including several brands of cable,
distribution gear, converters,
accessories and test equipment from
anumber of suppliers.
Regional warehouses and a
computerized inventory system
enable us to speed your order to you

in the blink of an eye.
Don't waste time with abirdbrain.
When you need complete, full-line
inventory, call Midwest CATV. Your
nationwide distributor with supplies
and solutions.

Corporate Office:
Charleston, WV (1 304 343-8874)
Clarksburg, WV (1 304 624-5459)
Outside WV (1 800 532-2288)
Lafayette, IN (1 317 448-1611)
Within IN (1 800 382-7526)
Outside IN (1 800 428-7596)
Ocala, FL (1 904 854-6511)
Within FL (1 800 433-4720)
Outside FL (1 800 433-3765)
Pottstown, PA (1 215 970-0200)
(1 800 458-4524)
Virginia Beach, VA (1 804 468-6444)
Within VA (1 800 421-2288)
Outside VA (1 800 643-2288)

MIDWEST
CATV
A division of Midwest Corporation

More than supplies. Solutions.
Reader Service Number 1

Jerrold Applied Media Lab
...exploring new paths to cable's future
Cable television's broadband communications
"pipeline" into the home is an enormous resource
with apotential that remains largely untapped.
Exploitation of this potential depends upon a
fusion of subscriber needs and technical R&D.
Jerrold's Applied Media Lab is focused on the
development of new technology to improve cable
television and provide more choices for subscribers.

With your input and participation, the Applied
Media Lab can serve as aconduit between today's
technological innovations and tomorrow's
practical applications.
For abrochure on current activity areas, contact
Jerrold Division, General Instrument Corporation,
2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040.
(215) 674-4800.

• HDTV • Interactivity • Fiber Optics • Digital Audio • Data
• Headroom • Advanced Scrambling

APPLIED MEDIA LAB

Special Supplement

When the telcos come calling
Do the Baby Bells have adesire to be in the cable TV business?
Tom Hargadon, atelecommunications consultant puts that
question into perspective.

14

Should operators fear an overbuild?
When/if the present regulatory constraints are lifted and telcos
are allowed free entry in the cable industry, how will they
establish apresence? Dave Robinson gives us an answer.

22

Preparing for the HDTV onslaught
Contributing Editor George Sell has found that asignificant
number of MSOs have done some strategic thinking about the
significance of HDTV.

28

Fiber optics and its effect on tomorrow
Which way are all the fiber vendors heading? How do they think
fiber will be deployed? George Sell's piece gives afew hints.

37

Planning a rebuild or newbuild?
The thought process should be broken down into three basic steps
before any decision about network architectures is arrived at,
says Stefhan Sherman of Catel Telecommunications.

42

FM, digital or AM: Which is best?
There's no easy answer to that important question, says Jerrold's
Geoff Roman. He talks of the trade-offs to keep in mind.

46

Fiber today and how is it being used
Though mostly confined to supertrunking applications, several
CATV systems have fiber up and running. Why they chose the
technology and what it does is the focus here.

57
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AM OVER FIBER, FM/VSB-Alif HYBRIDS,
FM FIBER SUPER TRUNKS
WHICH SYSTEM IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
Planning to rebuild or expand? There is
no better time to explore the advantages
of fiber optic transmission. A fiber system
can improve your delivered signal quality, and improve overall system reliability.

ogies, each with its own advantage for
CATV applications.
Call us to discuss your specific requirements. Let us put our eleven years of
CATV fiber experience to work for you.
We'll answer your questions on all phases
of afiber optic system, from which technology is best to planning the actual
installation.

No company offers more CATV fiber
solutions than ALS. We know that no single system or technology is best for all
applications. Our first CATV fiber system
was placed in service in 1978. Today we
offer systems with multiple fiber technol-

Call us at 203-265-8802
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Scientific
Atlanta
Our Customers Are TheWinners

Scientific-Atlanta introduces five new products to give you the
winning edge. Our value-added, user-friendly solutions help
generate revenue, improve penetration and retention, and operate your system more efficiently. We want you to be awinner.
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WIN THROUGH VOLUME CONTROL

Our new 8590 is the friendliest and fullest featured
volume control addressable in the industry Aunique
display lets your subscribers see sound on avolume level indicator. And it guides them easily through the VCR programming
process. The 8590 keeps asecret better, too. With achoice of 50
security modes, utilizing three advanced security technologies:
dynamic sync suppression, dropped field, and video and sync
inversion. It includes easy-to-implement, plug-in IPPV. It's
compatible with the rest of the set-top family. And, since it's also
compatible with oe and along list of others, the 8590 can help
you out with the old and in with the new.

WIN THROUGH VALUE

wai

The new 8570 addressable set-top is the value packed younger brother
of the industry standard 8580. It comes with ethe subscriber features of its
older brother. And then some. It shares the same new advanced VCR timer with
the 8580 and 8590, taping twice as many events as before. It simplifies impulse like
the 8590, with aone-touch buy key on both the remote and the set-top.

WIN THROUGH FRIENDLINESS

Our Complete Remote Control is so smart it generates revenue
while solving problems. Ninety percent of subscribers with set-tops have
two or more remotes per set; thirty percent have three or more. That's a
problem! The CRC eliminates multiple remotes by quickly and easily learning
their functions, without the obsolescence risk of preprogramming. And, if
your subscriber has aremote control TV-it can provide volume control without avolume control set-top. That's friendliness your subscriber will pay for.

/111M111111•1111111111111111111.1111111111,

WIN THROUGH EFFICIENCY

Our new 9650 lRD beats today's rack space squeeze by
cutting space needs in half. The 9650 integrates the leading CATV
receiver-the 9640-with asatellite descrambler in one package the size
of the receiver alone. Result: You get twice as many channels in the
same rack-with perfect compatibility

WIN THROUGH AGILITY

Our new Frequency Agile Drawer gives you agility when you need it.
And only when you need it. One drawer that backs-up an entire headend, eliminating costly spare parts inventories. It provides quick and dependable slide-in
convenience for the industry standards, the 6350 modulator and 6150 processor.
Its 550 MHz range makes it compatible with every cable system.
Add these five new products to our proven line-up of winning solutions.
You'll have awinning combination no one else can provide. That's because at
Scientific-Atlanta we're committed. Committed to making sure that... "Our customers are the winners:'
Fbr more information, call: 1-800-722-2009. Or, write us at: Scientific-Atlanta, Dept. AR, PO. Box 105027, Atlanta, GA 30348.
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IN PERSPECTIVE

Are you ready for the 1990s?

EDITORIAL
Gary Y. Kim

Publisher/Editor
Roger Brown

Managing Editor

Will you prosper from the galeforce winds of technical change and
competition that will wash over you
industry in the 1990s?
Optical fiber, HDTV and telco
competition are three of the most
important challenges facing the industry in the next decade. Are you
ready for these challenges?
Why are the issues important?
What do they portend for your business? What's the competition up to?
How soon will the telcos be in the
video delivery business? What do
you need to know about fiber optics
and HDTV? How can you use them
to your business advantage?
Those are the issues this special edition of CED magazine will help you
answer.
We urge you to read it carefully and discuss it with your co-workers.
It was put together to help non-technical executives in marketing,
programming, sales, finance and operations understand the implications
of new technology.
You may wonder why an engineering magazine would put together
such an issue. The simple answer: Never before has it been so important
that business technologists talk to the rest of the CATV industry.
And make no mistake, this issue was put together by business
technologists—not engineers. It doesn't tell you how things work.
Instead, it explains how new technology can help you preserve your
franchise.
Like it or not, the 1990s will be unkind to you if you ignore the business
implications of new technology and new competition. The contributors
to this issue have something important to say. We hope you'll find them
engaging. We hope you'll want to hear more. Are you ready for the 1990s?

George Sell

Contributing Editor
Greg Packer

Contributing Editor
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Make nO Mistake---IPPV is bighusiness. Even systenis'Usin
phone ordering schemes have pulled in pay-per-view
.
revenues of over Si million in asingle month. Now the
-equipment needed to fully tap this potential gold mine is at last
available: Oak's Automatic Self Authorized Purchasing system—
SIGMA ASAP

DON'T ACT
ON IMPULSE
'til

you've seen
SIGMA ASAP

It's cable's
hottest new
IPPV system—

and awhole
lot more.

Dit

With SKILI A.SAP. all the elements are
finally present to make IPPV acontinuous
contributor to your revenue stream:
INSTANT PURCHASING. Buy programs
right up to the time they start. or even in
progress.
ADVANCE ORDERING. Buy in advance
from amenu of upcoming events, or use
the SIGMA decoder's built-in programmable
timer.
IMPULSE MADE EASY. As simple as pressing two buttons. No phone calls, no mailins, no hassles.
SUBSCRIBER SECURITY. At the subscriber's
option. ASAPs' user-selectable electronic PIN
lets subs prevent unauthorized purchases.
And SIGMA encryption keeps credit and
billing information accurate and private.
COMPLETE HOME MERCHANDISING. With
ASAP. Subscribers can **impulse buy - from
home shopping services or automatically
"sign up - for additional premium channels.
You can even offer merchandise for sale
yourself and let your subscribers order it
automat/cull j

SUPERIOR STORE-AND-FORWARD
TECHNOLOGY. Advance only as much credit
as you want, individually, or use SIGMAS
exclusive group addressing feature to match
credit limits to system demographics.
GOT ASERVICE BOTTLENECK? Let your
subs use ASAP to report trouble or request
operator callbacks for service or billing
questions.
FORGET ABOUT OBSOLESCENCE.
SIGMA was designed to expand to meet
new opportunities as they arise. Planning
for two way cable? ASAP can report over
phone lines or upstream over two-way
cable systems.
The cost of all this capability? Get ready for
asurprise. Because ASAP builds on the
flexibility and software-driven power of the
Sigma baseband addressable system. no
other supplier can deliver so much for so
little. Check the math and you'll see why
SIGMA ASAP is the best equipment value
on the market.

gü@GJ

Communications Inc.

16516 Via Esprillo, Rancho Bernardo, CA 92127 (619) 451-1500
Get aclose look at SIGMA ASAP at the Western Show. Stop by and see us at Booth 200

sap

The Obvious
Choice
Reader Service Number 5

MY TURN
Fiber optics

HDTV and
fiber optics
Managers, financial personnel, marketing people and investors need to
know three things about HDTV (high
definition TV) and fiber optics:
1. Is it necessary?
2. How much will it cost?
3. When will we have to face it?
Before the turn of the century, less
than a dozen years from now, many
people will be looking at a new advanced type of television with crisp,
clean, wide-screen pictures beyond belief. It remains to be seen whether the
new HDTV will be broadcast by terrestrial TV stations, by MMDS relay,
directly from satellites, viewed on advanced videocassette tape players, delivered on telephone company fibers,
or all of the above.
For the present, details are clouded
in uncertainty as to what form the new
advanced standards will take, or when
they will be decided, if at all. We can
only guess when HDTV receivers and
home video tape equipment will be
available to the public, and at what
price. More important, we have no idea
when the producers will release programs and video tapes to the public in
the new format.

By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President, Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates Inc.

What does optical fiber have to do
with HDTV? Forget about the enormous bandwidth of optical fiber, its
small size and light weight, freedom
from leaks and ingress, and its security
from signal theft. These are real advantages, and there are others.
The important fact about optical
fiber is that it can be used to transmit
many television signals over adistance
of 10 miles or more with no amplifiers
or repeaters between. This is why fiber
is necessary for distributing HDTV.
Each of the cascaded amplifiers required to force TV signals through long
coaxial cable networks degrades the
picture just a little until the cumulative effect finally renders the picture
unusable. What an enormous advantage to be able to deliver headend
quality pictures to mini-hubs only a
few thousand feet from the subscriber
premises; and to do this with less
maintenance and other expense than
is normally associated with coaxial
trunk amplifiers and power supplies.
Of course, it is not quite that simple.
There are some problems; not with the
fiber itself, but with the light sources
and detectors used to transmit signals
in the form required for conventional
TV sets.
Hybrid systems
Development work is actively in
progress on hybrid systems, based on
optical fiber trunks between the headend
and separate mini-hubs for groups of
200 to 500 subscribers, with short
coaxial stub trunks, coaxial feeders and
coaxial service drops for the last few
thousand feet. The hybrid system permits sharing the facilities for converting the optical signals to the proper
form for the TV set. Without such
sharing, the cost of conversion would
be too great to be supported by individual subscribers. The goal, of course, is
to achieve abalance between minimizing the shared cost and obtaining the
maximum benefit of the fiber optic
technology.
ATC has fashioned its "fiber backbone" so that it could readily be
retrofitted into an existing coaxial
network without totally rebuilding.
Cost projections vary, naturally, depending on the particular circumstances.
Based on ATC projections, the incremental cost for retrofitting a375-mile
plant might be between $1,000 and
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$1,600 per total plant mile. An additional $300 to $500 per total mile in
labor cost may also be required for
reversing some trunk amplifiers and
removing others, depending again on
the particular circumstances.
Lasers need work
Development is still in progress to
produce a laser light source capable of
transmitting up to 60 or more channels
on the ATC fiber backbone with low
enough noise and distortion. Several
suppliers express confidence that it can
be done. At the present time, however,
high quality performance is limited to
about 40 channels per fiber.
ATC expects to complete its first
actual retrofit in October, in Oahu,
Hawaii. This will provide actual data
on costs and performance, as well as
the problems or advantages encountered in installation.
A more robust technology, using
frequency modulation rather than VSB
amplitude modulation, is also under
development. Frequency modulation is
characterized by substantial improvement in noise and distortion performance, using readily available optical
sources and detectors.
The problem is cost. At each hub,
both an FM demodulator and a VSB/
AM modulator are required to make
each channel compatible with conventional home TV sets. Dr. James Hood
of Catel claims that the cost can be
reduced to $250 per channel, but is
dubious about further reductions. At
that rate, for 60 channels, in an FM
hybrid network similar to the ATC
fiber backbone, the comparable incremental cost would be between $3,000
and $5,000 per total aerial plant mile.
Moreover, each hub, probably serving
only about 400 to 1,000 passings, might
require some sort of kiosk, street cabinet, or equipment space in a nearby
building, not needed for the ATC
concept.
Future uncertain
It is too early to predict which
technology will ultimately prevail, or
at what cost. But it does seem safe to
suggest that the incremental capital
investment required to retrofit a recently completed 450 MHz to 550 MHz
aerial plant will probably lie somewhere between 20 percent and 50
percent of the cost of the conventional
plant. o

Connecting Advanced
Technology To
One Of The
World's
Fastest
Growing
Industries.
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From Fiber Optics to Addressable
Systems, Cable Services brings
state-of-the-art technology to you.
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Cable Services Company/Irk
Reader Service Number 6
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TELCOS IN CABLE

he cable business?
Telcos in t
D

othe Regional Bell Holding Companies (RBHCs) really want to get
into the cable TV business? It is
clear that neither the 1984 Cable Act
nor the Federal Communication Commissions rules prohibit an RBHC from
purchasing and running a cable business outside its regulated telephone
areas. Thus, if PacTel (Pacific Telesis)
Inc. did purchase, with United Artists
Telecommunications, the U.S. cable
operations of Rogers Communications,
it could not operate any of the California franchises. Te operate a cable-TV
franchise, the regional company will
have to obtain a waiver from the
rulings of Judge Harold Greene, who
oversees the continuing breakup of the
Bell System. Indeed, a waiver from
Judge Greene will be one of the crucial
steps required if the RBHCs wish to go
By Tom Hargadon, Telecommunications
Consultant

into the provision of video programming to the home over their regulated
network—a broadband fiber optic network yet to be built.
It is this promise of fiber with its
almost unlimited bandwidth that fuels
the appetite of the telephone companies
and the concerns of the cable operators.
The telephone companies are proceeding apace installing fiber links for long
distance and distribution loops throughout the nation. They are beginning to
provide fiber links between major computer centers such as the Rio Grande
Corridor project linking the major governmental laboratories in New Mexico.
Soon they will be providing their
largest customers switched multimegabit data service whose typical
applicatioins, according to Howard
Sherry of Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), include "Local Area
Network (LAN) interconnection, highend workstation to host communica-
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tion, host-to-host communications and
LAN-like performance across a metropolitan area." (See Figure 1.)
Ken Phillips, vice president of telecommunications policy at Citicorp, gets
more specific. "Driving the bandwidth
requirements up will be high-resolution graphics based on analytical programs, real-time modeling and simulation applications, multi-channel high
quality (stereo) audio channels, HDTV
in whatever form that will eventually
take, information "browsers" and
"zoomers" which allow the user to
pursue multiple information sources
using Boolean modifiers and trace back
his browsing, respectively, and of course
digitized traditional multiple voice and
data channels."
Demand Is there
There is abroadband demand in the
business telecommunications market-

COMM/SCOPE.
THE CHOICE IN CABLE.
Comm/Scope, the company you've come to know as the world's largest supplier of coaxial
cable, introduces new Optical Reach fiber optic cable to the CATV industry.
New Optical Reach provides you with the same exceptional quality, reliability and service
you expect with other Comm/Scope products.
Physically, Optical Reach uses loose-tube buffer construction. It is available in configurations of up to 72 fibers and custom designs can be developed.
In addition, we've made training and installation available to you and your staff. So you'll
be getting agreat new product and Comm/Scope know-how. Both of which ensure that technology is employed to your greatest advantage.
For more information on Optical Reach, or our coaxial products, just call 800/982-1708 or
800/222-6808 in NC.

COMM/SCOPE. WITH YOU ALL THE WAY.
tfflpent Corporation, PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28603, 800/982-1708 (S00/222-6808 in NC), Telex: 802-166

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
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TELCOS IN CABLE
Table A-1

U.S. FIBER TO THE HOME PROJECTS (MARCH '88)
Company

Location

Services

Technology

Status

Size (Homes)

Southern Bell

Hunter's Creek,
Florida
Leawood, Kansas

Video

Digital, ATT

Ongoing Planned

80-250

Voice

Fall '88

50-100

Bell of
Pennsylvania
Illinois Bell
Mountain Bell

NA

VoiceNideo

Digital, Singlemode, ATT/
SLC Series 5
Multimode-Analog Video

Planned

100

NA
Phoenix-Foothills

Singlemode
Digital, Video

Planned-1988
Planned

NA
6500-7000

General Tel.
of California
United Cable
Television Corp.
Southern Bell

Cerritos, California

POTS/Data
Video/Voice
Security
Video/Data Voice
Video

Waiting for FCC
Waiver
Complete '84

5000

Alameda, California

Analog/Digital,
Copper/Fiber
Multimode, Analog Video

8700

Heathrow, Florida

Voice/Data

Planned '88

250

Conte!
Conte!
New Jersey Bell

Eastern Region
Western Region
Princeton Gate, N.J.

POTS/Alarm
POTS/Alarm
Voice Only

Memphis, Tenn.

Voice Only

Planned 40 '88
Planned 40 '88
Planned
Summer '88
Construction
Jan '88

600
400
104

South Central Bell

Digital Singlemode,
Northern Tel.
Digital
Digital
Digital Voice, ATT/
SLC Series 5
Digital Voice, ATT/
SLC Series 5

Southwestern Bell

place; the source of most income and
almost all the profit of the telcos (58
percent of Southwestern Bell's revenue
comes from only 1percent of its customers, according to one estimate). It is a
demand they will meet and, in the
process, will have laid the backbone for
fiber to small businesses and to the
home.
The many fiber-to-the-home trials
are more engineering testing of various
technologies than marketing efforts.
There are just too many technologies
being tried to be effective as sales or
marketing projects (See Figures 2 and
3). The telcos know that fiber and its
attendant electronics will come down
in cost so that it matches or is close to
the cost of copper twisted pair and/or
coaxial cable in the home (See Figure
4).
lbchnically, what is needed is a cost
effective way to get from the central
office to the poles outside the homes
and the digital switches to send from
150 megabits per second up to 2.4
gigabits per second. Raychem's fiber
optic cable system for the local loop,
announced in mid-July (see Figure 5),
brings the fiber loop to the pole at a
cost as cheap as copper. BellSouth, the
most aggressive of the RBHCs in
promoting fiber to the home and small
business, is investing $25 million in
Raynet, the Raychem subsidiary producing the systems, and the German
PTT is investing $30 million. Since the

Raynet system keeps the copper twisted
pair in place in the home, it is not, as
yet, a direct competitor to cable. The
most bandwidth possible on twisted
pair is 1.54 mb/s (T-1) which can
handle only compressed video signals.
PUCs will scrutinize
If BellSouth and other RBHCs use
the Raynet system only for newbuilds
or regularly scheduled modernizations,

The PUCs may turn
out to be the most
important stumbling
block to any telco
intrusion into the cable
market.

there will be little or no regulatory
controversy. If, however, any of the
telephone companies wish to move
rapidly with installation throughout
their network, they will have to show
to their state Public Utilities Commission (PUC) that the expenditure is
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99

justified and should be paid for by
subscribers and not shareholders. One
can reasonably expect one or more of
the RBHCs to make that assertion,
probably by asking to change the
depreciation on the local loop from its
present 20 years to the 5years allowed
on switching equipment.
The PUCs may turn out to be the
most important stumbling block to any
telco intrusion into the cable market.
The Vermont Public Service Board
recently rejected aproposal that would
have deregulated some services and the
freezing of some basic-service rates.
The proposal of Pacific Bell to provide
ameasure of competition and modernization in exchange for some deregulation has received acool response.
Neither the PUCs nor the FCC,
conditioned for years to move toward
payment on a measured basis for a
specific service, seems ready to handle
the implication that broadband technologies may be so integrated, so
user-controlled, that what one can
charge for is access to an amount of
bandwidth—a flat fee—not measured
service. Flat fee will restructure regulatory practice and telco revenues. It
means amovement back to the monopoly model of regulation and the keeping
of the monopoly provider out of the
programming business. (For a controversial look at this radical restructuring of regulation, see "ISDN: User
Arbitrage and the Flat Rate Solution"

Fiber Optic Construction and Engineering
Specializing in expert fiber optic work and all
phases of C.A.T.V. construction. Murray International will entertain bids on any size project
from walk-outs to full turn-keys (coaxial, fiber
or hybrids).
Emergency restoration work as well as maintenance contracts are available. Fiber Optic
Seminars a specialty.
Murray International has over 800 employees
internationally ready to serve your needs.
Contact:
Charles O'Reilly or Bob Frazier
199 Wells Avenue, Suite #1
Newton, MA 02159
Phone: 617-244-2267
Fax: 617-965-8752
Reader Service Number 28

TELCOS IN CABLE
Table A-2

FIBER TO THE HOME PROJECTS (OUTSIDE USA)
Company

Location

Services

Technology

Status

Size (Homes)

French Gov.

Biarritz, France

TV, Video-Phone,
Telemetry

Analog Video

80-84

1500

Alcatel French Gov.

St. Cloud,
France

Video/Videotex

Analog Video, Freq.
Switch

Ongoing

300,000

Velec-Pirelli,
French Goy.

Montpellier, France

TV, FM Radio, Voice

Analog Video, Space
Div. Switch

Ongoing

30,000

NTT

Tokyo, Japan

TV, Voice

Analog, Video, Freq.
Switch

Ongoing

3,000

Canadian Gov.

Elie, Canada

Voice TV, FM Radio,
Videotex

Analog Video, Digital
Voice

81-84

150

British Gov.

Milton Keynes

Video

Space Switch, Analog
Video

80-82

18

German Gov.

Bigfon, Germany

TM Voice, FM Radio

Analog/Digital

80-86

Unknown

Mantes,

by Anania and Solomon, a paper presented at the International Telecommunications Society, July 1, 1988.) If
technology and regulation moves in
this direction, it would have the most
profound implications for the cable
industry.

more money in the ability to provide
value-added information services in
whatever form is profitable.
The FCC recently followed with a
discussion, not yet even an inquiry,
that suggested that, if the telcos were

Telco programmers?
Beyond the pricing and tariffing
regulatory matters, there is the question whether the telcos can be in the
business of providing video programming to the home. The 1984 Cable Act
prohibits them in their regulated areas. The National Telecommunications
and Information Administration of the
Department of Commerce would allow
the telcos to provide a "video dial
tone"—transport, maintenance and billing services—but not other information services. Obviously, from the negative reaction of the telcos, they see

In the future, ONA is
an arena that could
allow the cable industry
access to important
parts of the telephone
network.

allowed into the cable business, the
Open Network Architecture (UNA)
program which allows access to the
telephone network innards in an equal
access way was working and could
work in this area too. The present
reality is the promised access to crucial
aspects of the network have not been
clarified and, in many instances (such
as co-location of facilities), has been
denied.
In the future, UNA is an arena that
could allow the cable industry access
to important parts of the telephone
network that it will require if it is to
become technologically sophisticated
and efficient—most notably the telco
billing system and digital switches. It
is fairly clear that this year's FCC is
moving toward asking Congress to lift
the ban on telcos in the cable business.
But the decision will be years in the
making. The telcos will then ask Judge
Greene to modify his order and allow

MALARKEY -TAYLOR
When Fiber Optics, HDTV or
the Telcos become life-and-death
situations for your business, call
Malarkey-Taylor.

Whether these emerging technologies

Malarkey-Taylor has been solving tele-

represent opportunity or competition to

communications engineering problems for

you, knowing the potential strengths and

nearly 30 years. We've made doing business

weaknesses of each is crucial to making

in the world of "high-tech" less intimidating

profitable business decisions.

and less risky for cable systems owners,
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telco entrance. At this time,
it is unlikely that Judge
Greene will allow full implementation of the telco
dream. He would probably
restrict them to the video dial
tone of NTIA as he has with
other aspects of information
services provision.
Look at the public good
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nearly everyone is axiomatically in the information services business. The real question for policy makers is how
to employ and foster the technology and facilities for the
greatest public good."
Equally important is the
setting of adequate standards
and building the hardware
needed to switch information
at the tremendous speeds required (135 mb/s for HDTV).
Until divestiture, standard
making was easy. Fundamentally, AT&T dominated the
U.S. standards committees
and got its way more often
than not in international circles.
With divestiture, the
RBHCs and the PBX manufacturers such as Northern
Telecom participate as full
members of the Ti committee
of the Exchange Carrier Standards Association. Technical
assistance comes from many
sources including Bellcore—
not just the labs of AT&T as
heretofore. It is from Bellcore
that came the first standard
since divestiture, the SONET
(Synchronous Optical Net),
which sets a rate of 155.52
megabits per second for lightwave transmission in the public network. Presented to the
worldwide community through
the State Department's Bureau of International Communications, the official
agency for the United States
in these matters, the SONET
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standard was accepted by the CCITT
of the International Iblecommunications
Union in February.
Hardware being developed
'lb use the SONET standard requires
hardware. Bellcore has developed prototype SONET switches which the
RBHCs are testing. Only BellSouth has
been visible with the technology and
seems poised to use these switches
when the software and required coding
is finished. This is no trivial task.
Estimates on when beta test product
will be available range from 18 months
to five years.
The switches themselves are not the
$5 million to $15 million ESS5 switches
now being put into place by the RBHCs.
They only have to handle the switching
of packet headers and thus can be small
mini-computers that cost less than
$100,000 and placed remotely, closer
to subscribers, very much like cable
headends now,
The RBHCs may require a waiver
from Judge Greene to do experiments
with equipment not yet being manufactured. The RBHCs are not supposed to
be in the R&D or manufacturing busi-

ness.
The technical innovation and standards making required to make fiber
optic networks competitive and in place
has increased enormously over the past

Only BellSouth has
been visible with the
technology and seems
poised to use these
SWlt ches.

several years and is worldwide in
scope. One has to know not only about
the FCC and the PUCs to stay current,
You must also be aware of the T-1
committees, the IEEE committees on
fiber optics and Home Bus (three

different standards—two Japanese, one
Dutch), the new European Iblecommunications Standards Institute and
similar activities in Japan including
much of the HDTV discussion.
The regulatory, judicial and political
aspects seem to be moving more slowly.
What is not quantified is the will of the
RBHCs to in fact install fiber to the
home. They have substantial problems
with their obsolete ISDN technology
in all areas—standards, regulatory and
political. They certainly do not look
ready for atotal transformation of their
organizations which this technology
may require.
This leaves opportunities for the
Europeans as they become more coordinated and unified, the Japanese with
their Information City experiments
and willingness to spend money to get
quantum leaps in capacity and even
Third World countries such as China,
now just coming into the telecommunications arena.
All may move more quickly to a
fully-implemented fiber optic network
and the suppliers to those nations
(probably not American) will have a
step up on supplying telcos and cable
companies later. •
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OVERBUILD OR ACQUISITION?

Telcos in cable—
overbuild or acquisition?
R

sion, the telcos have broached the
of perhaps 150 mb/s compressed (NHK's
enewed focus on potential telco
entry into cable television, instisubject of fiber optics delivery to the
HDTV takes about 1.2 gigabits per
gated by both individual telephone
home. Fiber has proven to be a high
second [gb/s1 uncompressed).
companies such as Pacific Iblesis and
speed, high capacity, low attenuation,
B-ISDN, which incorporates video,
GTE, and FCC announcements calling reliable, low maintenance medium for
is now basically structured around a
for re-examination of the subject, has
long-haul point-to-point digital tele150 mb/s discussion standard that still
raised significant questions in the
communications.
needs to be fleshed out. Although some
cable industry.
telcos talk of early-to-mid 1990s imMany of these questions center on The ISDN question
plementation, many feel it will be the
how telcos would enter the cable maryear 2000 before standards and ecoket should regulatory barriers be reIblcos hope to extend this success
nomics allow B-ISDN achance of being
moved. The two probable approaches
into the local loop through worldwide
rolled out commercially.
of telco entry would have dramatically
plans for an Integrated Services DigiAt the present time, fiber to the
different impacts on the cable TV
tal Network (ISDN). Under discussion
home is still in an experimental stage
industry. This article will not address
for over a decade, the ISDN standard
in the telephone industry. Iblcos have
the regulatory barriers or the
used twisted copper pairs as
Figure 1
likelihood of their removal.
their drop transmission meInstead, it is our intent to
dium since the turn of the
Single Star, Switched System
determine how telcos would
century. Their current techenter the cable market if and
nology "pipe" into the home
when those barriers are reis limited to no more than 50
moved.
kHz—enough to handle one
Central
The first, and more obviDistribution Wires
voice channel or limited data,
Office
ous, approach would be
but generally insufficient to
through acquisition or major
handle a video channel and
investment in existing cable
about 1/20,000th the capacity
systems.
One pair for each subscriber
of the broadband coaxial caThe second, and far more
ble drop.
ambitious approach, would
capitalize on the already exJumping over broadband
isting telco network base and
their ability to build off that
Double Star, Switched System
Realizing the limitations
base using advanced technolof their pipe, the telcos have
ogy (fiber optics) which would
suggested that with fiber opgive them apparent signifitics they could leapfrog exist—/
cant technological advantages
ing broadband technology, deRemote
over existing cable plant.
spite
the fact that the full
Terminal
Obviously, if telco entry is
capacity of coaxial cable is not
predominantly through acquinearly being utilized. They
Distribution
sition, one would expect comdo possess an architectural
Network
petition by well-capitalized
advantage over existing broadcompanies to drive up the
band video distribution sysprice and value of systems. On the
today is stabilizing and trials are under tems for real-time, two-way voice and
other hand, construction of "shadow"
way for narrowband-ISDN (N-ISDN),
narrow-band data communications—
or parallel networks would have the
with an initial marketing thrust tothe switch.
exact opposite effect of decreasing the
ward the business segment. BroadbandThe telco architecture, with aswitch
value of cable systems.
ISDN incorporates video services and
at its center and dedicated lines out to
The impact of which direction telcos
is the long-term goal.
individual locations, is known as "star"
will follow clearly will have adramatic
N-ISDN does not handle video. The
or "switched-star." Switchboards,
effect on cable television.
largest N-ISDN building block, the
started as a manual operation serving
"primary rate interface," carries only
a limited local area, later were hardTelco history
1.5 megabits of information per second
wired to other local exchange switchIn proposing entry into cable televi(mb/s). A standard NTSC video channel
boards, and inter-exchange, or long
transmitted digitally requires a rate
distance communications ultimately
By Dave Robinson
of over 100 mb/s uncompressed and
were conducted through a worldwide
typically 45 mb/s in acompressed form.
network of switches. (See Figure 1.)
HDTV will require atransmission rate
The switches evolved from manual

NZ
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to electromechanical and then to electronic; dials and key
pads were added to remotely direct the switching. With the
need for manual switch operators minimized, local exchanges
established satellite switches or "remote terminals" that fed
into the exchange's main switch via atrunk or "feeder" line
capable of carrying multiple voice channels at once.
The switched-star architecture remains optimal for point-toselectable-point voice and narrow-band data communications.
Over time, switch-to-switch trunk capacity expanded as
fiber optics became the norm for inter-LATA (local access
and transport area) or long-distance carrier lines. AT&T
initiated the use of fiber optics for heavy-traffic long-distance
routes in the 1970s; MCI accelerated long-distance fiber
optics deployment with major builds in the early 1980s; and
now U.S. Sprint advertises the near-100 percent use of fiber
optics in its long-distance network.
Telcos routinely deploy optical fiber for the longest links
in their local distribution system—from the central office to
the remote terminal or local service area hub. For example,
Southwestern Bell now chooses fiber optics over copper when
the distance exceeds 15 to 17 kilofeet. BellSouth says its
breakeven "feeder" distance is as low as 6kilofeet.
Fiber trials: addressing economics
Outside of trials, the telcos have not
yet taken fiber beyond the remote terminal or to the "last
mile" of the system.
Of all the regional Bell operating companies (RBOCs),
BellSouth has gained the most attention through its
pioneering fiber-to-the-home projects in Orlando. In the
300-home Hunter's Creek project, the fiber optic cable TV
system is separate from the standard twisted pair "plain old
telephone service" (POTS) system. Cable TV service, which
began in November 1986, consists of one-way delivery of 36
compressed (45 mb/s) digital video signals over single mode
fiber to aneighborhood sub.

We deliver quality
CATV passives
on time at the right price...

What about cost?
Exact costs of the Orlando trials have not been made
public, but industry analysts have estimated them to be over
$10,000 per home. Traditional two-way, interactive, 82channel coaxial cable TV systems can be constructed for
significantly less than $1,000 per subscriber, and a review
of recent proposals from Jerrold's System Design Department
showed that the cost of rebuilding an existing system for
82-channel delivery with impulse ordering capability is
generally less than $500 per subscriber. Current copper
POTS newbuild cost estimates are in the $1,000 to $1,650
per sub range.
Other telcos with announced plans to test last-mile fiber
optic video signal distribution include GTE in Cerritos,
Calif., Bell of Pennsylvania in Perryopolis, Pa. and NYNEX
in yet unspecified locations. A few hundred homes are
involved in each of these tests; expenses would be prohibitive
for systemwide testing. Analog video distribution will be
employed, as the telcos back away from initial insistance
upon an all digital network in search of workable economics.
Another RBOC, Southwestern Bell, has presented a
financial analysis indicating that the 1991-93 time frame is
the "best case" economic crossover between fiber and copper
for POTS-only new construction. Absent a "broadband
trigger," Southwestern Bell sees a long, slow transition to
fiber optics.
Based on what is known today, the economics realistically
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show the possibility of new fiber optics
POTS construction by the mid to late
1990s. Some telcos may incorporate
aggressive maintenance savings in justifying fiber optic construction before
stateregulatory agencies;but the residential newbuild market segment is relatively small, perhaps two million access lines per year, and most of these
"new" builds are actually extensions
of existing systems.
Expensive alternative
The economics look further out in the
much larger rebuild segment. With
more than 80 million existing twistedpair drops to residences, and an estimated average aerial construction cost
of $150 for replacing each drop with
fiber, the total cost for replacing residential drops nationwide would be over
$12 billion (excluding the incremental
cost necessary to rewire the inside of a
residence with fiber or, alternatively,
to install a new "network interface
unit" to convert light to electronics).
This is not likely to occur based on
POTS-only needs. The cost of installing
copper lines is estimated at $40 per
aerial drop, mostly for labor.
Other than experiments, telco expe-

rience with fiber optics remains limited
to longer point-to-point links. Cable
TV operators similarly use fiber optics
in their longer point-to-point links,
known as supertrunks. In both cases,
the bulk of installed plant is in the
"last mile" of distribution. Current
economics for drop, or "last foot"
replacement are adramatic indication
of the staggering investment that would
be required to replace the entire last
mile of telco plant with optical fiber to
provide competing broadband video
distribution.
Proposed broadband switched-star
fiber optic systems have yet to come
anywhere close to the coax tree-andbranch system economics—especially
in rebuild situations—but technologies
are advancing and fiber optics costs
declining. Obviously the potential exists for telco-controlled "last-mile"
fiber optic distribution systems to approach economic viability sometime in
the future.
Time and scale
If the fiber
through and
tomorrow, in
frame would
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band video operations?
Overbuilding existing cable TV systems with an integrated voice, video
and data fiber optic telco system, would
be a long, slow process. Telcos depreciate their newer plant over a period of
15 to 20 years, with older plant depreciation schedules of 30 years or so not
uncommon. Although individual telco
plant rehabilitation can occur before
equipment is fully depreciated in case-bycase situations, regulations typically
impose strict state-by-state limits on
such "out-of-cycle rehabs."
The large scale of existing telco
businesses relative to cable TV MSOs
may mandate wholesale acquisition if
participation in broadband video is to
be more than a minor, diversionary
effort. Total 1987 cable TV operator
revenues were approximately $11.3
billion. BellSouth and NYNEX revenues each exceeded those of all cable
TV MSOs combined in 1987. The
RBOCs together have over six times
the revenue of all cable TV operators.
RBOCs control about 77 percent of
all telco local access lines. Adding the
next three telcos—GTE, United Telecommunications and Contel—over 90
percent of telco access lines are accounted for by companies with annual
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revenues each significantly exceeding
those of the largest cable TV operator.
Competitive factors: telco offense
Despite its smaller size, cable television is no longer an entrepreneurial
industry. It is an entrenched part of
American society. At the present time,
approximately 47 million homes, or
about 53 percent of total U.S. TV
households, subscribe to cable. As the
last remaining urban newbuilds are
completed over the next few years, the
number of subscribers can be expected
to reach and exceed 60 percent of all
TV households. Goals of 70 percent to
80 percent penetration are not unreasonable as the industry continues to
foster new programming services, improve customer service and deploy
advanced technologies for new service
applications.
So, on what unique basis can atelco
compete against an entrenched cable
TV operator and take significant market share?
Price is out, at least for the near
term. Upgrading telco switched-star
distribution plants to handle broadband video would place the telco at a
large cost disadvantage versus the
existing cable TV operator. The cable
operator has an inherent cost advantage for "broadcast" video delivery in
its tree-and-branch coaxial cable distribution plant.
Iblcos do not have a lock on fiber
optics technology. As the technology
advances such that economics become
favorable for further deployment, the
cable TV operator has the option to
upgrade his own plant.
CATV is using fiber
Cable operations are already using
fiber optic supertrunks as one element
to increase system channel capacity
while improving picture quality and
system reliability. Fiber optic trunking, such as that proposed in ATC's
innovative fiber backbone model, shows
promise of further facilitating increased
channel capacity, two-way services,
quality and reliability.
Can the telco compete by offering
more system capacity and more services? Faced with the prospect of telco
overbuilds, the cable operator has a
significant arsenal for competition. Today, the operator can take full advantage of readily available 550 MHz
two-way distribution technology, offering 82 channels of programming to

consumers, including impulse pay-perview and other interactive services.
Most of the "enhanced" services
(home security, home banking, remote
meter reading, etc.) just being tested
in telco broadband fiber-to-home experiments are currently in active use
or have previously been tested in
various cable TV systems. In fact,
existing 550 MHz technology provides
the cable operator with sufficient capacity to add new services when such
services become viable.
Research being conducted on HDTV
and other advancements of the future
at locations such as the newly established Cable Labs industry consortium
and Jerrold's Applied Media Lab promise further additions to the cable TV
industry portfolio.
Quality of service is sometimes mentioned as a potential telco competitive
advantage. Regarding the plant, the
cable TV operator can readily improve
picture quality through system upgrades using existing technology. Cable operators, no longer preoccupied
solely with system construction, have
also begun to place anew emphasis on
upgrading their marketing and customer service efforts.
Rate-of-return regulation has allowed telcos to invest heavily in their
service forces. However, such regulation does not always mean that the
service operations are efficient at the
level demanded by the market. Should
telcos compete against cable TV operators, the cable TV operator can be
expected to respond with higher quality levels of service without needlessly
sacrificing cost advantages.
Competitive factors: telco defense
The assumption most make in terms
of the competitiveness of the telco
versus the cable operator is that the
telco is a deep-pocketed, well-capitalized entity. Following this assumption,
it is assumed that the ability to compete against the "entrepreneurial"
cable operator is weighted in the telco's
favor. What also must be recognized is
that the potential for future local loop
deregulation opens up the possibility
that some other deep pocketed player
may acquire the local cable operator
and finance the technological advances,
i.e. switched fiber optics, necessary to
compete on an even level with the
telcos.
Power companies and other utilities,
with financial resources, distribution
plant construction/operation expertise,
and strategic expansion goals similar
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to telcos offer one immediate possibility. Existing cable TV operators, especially if infused with resources from
other large companies, could add
switches to their plant faster than
telcos could build entire new broadband distribution plants.
Houston Lighting and Power, with
its Paragon Communications cable TV
operation (owned 50 percent with Time
Inc.'s ATC) and recent acquisition of
the Rogers U.S. cable systems, is the
best, but not only, example of large
utilities running broadband video operations.
The telcos may not be able to take a
chance that allows another deeppocketed company to gain its own
pre-emptive integrated voice, video
and data distribution system.
Telcos' only choice
Although unfettered telco entry may
never be allowed, if the regulatory
changes do occur, the likely initial
major entry will be through acquisition
of existing cable TV operators. The
telco could then upgrade systems more
gradually with fiber optics and other
improvements, perhaps ultimately evolving into integrated voice, video and
data communications.
Overbuilding existing cable TV plant,
in direct competition with today's cable
operators is aless attractive option for
telco entry for four reasons:
1) Switched fiber optic technology
is insufficiently advanced to compete
economically with existing broadcast
coaxial cable technology in delivery of
broadband video to the "last mile" of
distribution.
2) The large relative scale of major
telcos compared to cable TV operators
combined with a lengthy telco plant
"rehab" schedule would render telco
broadband video participation through
overbuild a minor, yet prolonged, diversionary effort.
3) Iblcos have no cost, service or
quality advantages that the entrenched
cable TV operator cannot respond to in
head-on competition.
4) The threat of another deep.
pocketed company using cable TV operations as a base to deploy its own
pre-emptive integrated voice, video
and data distribution system may force
telco acquisitions of cable operators for
defensive purposes.
The telcos' most likely method of
entry into broadband video delivery,
allowing for the removal of all present
barriers, would be the purchase of
existing cable TV MS0s. •
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competitive prices and value

•Tools & Supplies

tact Fibertron at our new and

Fibertron is afiberoptics spe-

added services. Our well-trained

Fibertron authorized lines

When you're ready for

expanded facilities.

Your Link with Fiberoptics
450 E. Commercial Way La Habra, CA 90631

(213) 690-0670
FAX (213) 697-5360
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HDTV

What does CATV need
to carry HDTV?
even years ago, CBS Inc., in con'
unction with several Japanese television industry companies represented by NHK, the Japanese broadcaster, put together a presentation
exhibit of a new television technology
called High Definition Television and
took it on the road. The exhibit toured
the U.S. several times and was viewed
by the general as well as the trade
press, television industry leaders, engineers and technicians. Everyone was
suitably impressed, especially when
the exhibitors placed, side-by-side, a
HDTV display unit and a NTSC display unit, each showing the same video
material.
"A lot has happened in seven years,"
says Bill Thomas, formerly director of
engineering and technology with American Television and Communications
(ATC), now vice president of engineering and technology with Nielson, "but
I'm not sure the consumer is that much
closer to true HDTV as a mass marketed, affordably priced item."
s

HDTV that has set the stage in the
U.S. for the next important act, which
is the testing of broadcast transmission
systems by the newly formed, and
broadcast industry funded, Advanced
Television Testing Center (ATTC). "Cable has to become active in the standards selection process that is currently going on," advises Paul Heimbach of HBO. "It's encumbent on cable
to make sure that the formats being
looked at by the FCC and the broadcasters are cable compatible," he adds.

Nick Hamilton-Piercy chairs the
NCTA Engineering Committee's sub-

specs of existing CATV distribution
networks. "When we know what works
right now and their potential," HamiltonPiercy says, "we can feed the sensitive
parameters back to the proponents who
may well be able to change slightly
their design concepts and standards so
it won't be so delicate for its transmission through these impediments."
Hamilton-Piercy and most other engineers involved believe there will be
a thorough exchange during the standards establishing process, at least on
the level of technical information. "I
would say, regardless of any political
posturing between broadcast and cable,
at the engineering and scientific level
there is one approach," Piercy reports.

David Sarnoff Research Center's ACTV-I.
committee on HDTV. "I think it's a
non-disputed fact that whether it's
HDTV or improved definition television of some sort, we do know the cable
industry has to provide better quality
pictures from current NTSC to whatever standards for subscribers," he says.
Hamilton-Piercy is centering immediately on quantifying the performance

"I've seen unprecedented exchange of
engineering measurements and information and dialogue with this issue.
This is a very close engineering community regardless if it is broadcasting
or cable," Hamilton-Piercy claims.
While good engineering communication may be occuring, nevertheless the
final resolution of the standards ques-

Cable's challenge

Standard(s) politics
Things have progressed at least to
the point that today the first order of
business is the establishment of HDTV
transmission standards. Much has been
written, in these pages and elsewhere,
about the technical specifications and
relative merits of the leading proponent systems. The political groundwork is now being laid for the engineering community to begin initial testing
and evaluation of those proponents.
Several industry associations, including the Electronic Industries Association, IEEE, National Association of
Broadcasters, and the National Cable
Television Association, have set up
committees to look into HDTV, and
several companies and academic laboratories have been contributing technical information. The Canadians, with
85 percent penetration by cable, have
set up the Canadian Advanced Broadcasting Committee (CABC) which may
spearhead much of the North American
testing of HDTV.
But, it's the FCC's interim report on
By George Sell, Contributing Editor
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HDTV
tion is several years away. In the
meantime, the telephone companies
are pushing forward with fiber optics
to the home and fully digital transmission. If the Japanese TV set manufacturers could expect adigital transmission delivery system to be in place at
the time HDTV is commercially viable
in North America, their problem with
standards could be solved.
A wary eye
The telephone industry has long
believed that its integrated services
digital network (ISDN) transmission
to the home for voice, data and video
is the wave of the future and that's the
direction their long range planners
have taken. Bill Thomas keeps a wary
eye on what interests the telcos in
HDTV. "Their claim is that none of
these analog approaches are going to
deliver the kind of consistant quality
to the home that you need to really
have HDTV. Cable's got it's problems,

Labs (the Bell system's central R&D
facility) and NHK," Thomas reports.
"At least, the Japanese want to understand very closely what's happening
with the telephone companies and their
digital concepts." According to Thomas, Bell Labs has the largest concentration of HDTV production equipment
anywhere in the world outside of
Japan.
Walt Ciciora of ATC points out,
"While that's possible, the one predominant issue with Japan is to keep
the factories humming and the NTSC
products now have been so cost reduced
and the technology so dispersed that
the Koreans and the Taiwanese and
the other less developed countries are
coming in with extremely low priced,
good quality receivers. That has caused
the Japanese factories to be idle or
have excess capacity. So, it is rather
urgent for them to have something else
to fill the factories and that has to be
something technologically advanced to
the point where the Koreans and the

Sarnoff Center's ACTV-II shows improved resolution.
broadcast's got it's problems, and DBS
just has inherent problems anyway.
The only way it's going to happen is
that if you can share the resource from
a massive digital pipeline into the
home," Thomas says.
'It's not heavily publicized," Thomas
goes on, "but I'm pretty sure that there
is ajoint project going on between Bell

Taiwanese can't copy."
Multiple standards and Multipart sets
Most cable experts looking into HDTV
believe the outcome of the standards
process will be amultiplicity of technically viable standards. In fact, some
hold that asingle standard would place

CATV at adisadvantage. Ciciora urges,
"We have to resist some of the broadcaster's attempts to get an 'open'
universal standard. In fact, auniversal
standard is amyth, it's impossible." A
universal standard would not only
have to include over-the-air and cable,
but also pre-recorded media such as
videocasettes and discs, source material production, FM delivery by DBS,
and digital delivery via fiber. According to Ciciora, "The technologies are
so diverse that they are just not
amenable to a universal standard,
therefore my strongest opinion is that
cable must not be straightjacketed and
prevented (by regulation) from competing adequately with those other media."
Built-in solution
Many suggest the solution to multiple standards can come from the HDTV
set manufacturers. One concept is the
"open architecture" set in which the
set houses circuitry that converts the
incoming format to the format acceptable by the display circuitry. HamiltonPiercy rejects this approach as "too
damned complex." He says, "The fully
intellectual one that electronically
adapts to whatever standard that's put
to it is a scientist's conception and
dream more than aconsumer electronics reality."
Multiport TV sets, on the other hand,
would have inputs for various standards. "I think there's a better alternative for the TV set manufacturers
and that's to create a multiport TV
set," Paul Heimbach claims. One port
would be for NTSC. "Then, instead of
saying, 'This is a XYZ format HDTV
set,' limiting what the TV set can
receive and display, what they should
say is, 'Here's aTV set that has aport
on the back of it,' "Heimbach suggests.
"Whether it's an RGB input, a Y/C
input, or whatever, that port allows
you to get to the basic display circuitry
so that if there is aformat that develops
for cable, the decoder is housed in a
separate box that sits behind the TV
set, maybe similar to the IS-15 connector, that transcodes the cable, or broadcast, or VCR format into a format
appropriate to that TV set. That gives
the TV set manufacturers the ability
of relatively painless evolution.
"That's an idea I support," says
Ciciora. "The manufacturers are nervous about doing that because it begins
to lead the way for their product being
merely a monitor or display device.
Continued on page 33
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You know where you want to go.
You want to stay competitive. And in
the cable television industry, that means
using the best, most cost-efficient
technology. Maybe anew build is in order.
Perhaps asystem upgrade. Either way, you
face aperplexing situation.
You know where you want to go. But
how do you get there?
Making it Easier
At Cate!, we realize that finding the
answer isn't easy. There's alot of talk and a
great deal of confusion regarding CATV
technologies—fiber optics, microwave,
and coaxial.

Catel can make the decision-making
process easier by examining your specific
network requirements. Together, we can
determine your cost, network distribution, and overall system objectives.
Then—and only then—can a
particular technology be considered.
The Best Route
Oftentimes, the best route may consist
of more than one technology. Eventually
you'll realize that Catel's fiber optic
technology has several distinct advantages
over the others—superior quality, future
expandability, and maximum channel
capacity, to name afew.

ISN'T THE SAME
AS KNOWING HOW
TO GET THERE

And because all Catel fiber optic
products support both AM and FM
transmission technology, network design
flexibility is greatly enhanced.
More Than 20 Years
For more than 20 years Cate! has
provided the cable television industry with
innovative solutions. The introduction of
our full family of fiber optics products
marks the beginning of an exciting
evolution for the industry—an evolution
which will bring about complete fiber-tothe-home CATV systems.
You know where you want to go. With
Catel, you'll get there.

When it comes to fiber optics for cable
television, there's only one clear choice—
Catel. Give us acall today at
1-800-225-4046 or (415) 659-8988 (in
California).

o

CATEL

THE CLEAR CHOICE IN FIBER

Getting better pictures now
All this talk about high definition,
enhanced definition and other forms of
advanced television is great for the
future, but what's available today for
cable operators who want to improve
the pictures they send to their subscribers?
Plenty. Faroudja Laboratories and
High Resolution Sciences, both California-based video hardware manufacturers, offer low-cost encoders and/or decoders that can be used to eliminate
some of the more annoying NTSC
artifacts commonly found today.
Faroudja's system, dubbed SuperNTSC, consists of both an encoder
at the headend and a decoder in the
TV or VCR. However, it's a singleended system, meaning picture improvements can be seen after installing
just the encoder. The system is presently being tested in two TCI cable
systems in California.
High Resolution Sciences also claims
its encoder will offer picture improvement—and there's no need for any
modification to home TVs or VCRs.
That system is also presently undergo-

Cross-color and it's effect.

Cross-color reduced by High Resolution
Sciences.

earn
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ing testing in several as yet unidentified cable systems, according to Kevin
Schine of HRS.
In essence, what the Faroudja system offers is an NTSC signal "free of
cross-color and cross-luminance components," according to the firm's data
sheet. This is done by prefiltering the
luminance and chrominance information prior to mixing those two ingredients, avoiding spectral overlap and
artifacts.
If the decoder is used in conjunction
with the encoder, the result is apicture
so clean and sharp it's hard to differentiate from an RGB signal, Faroudja
says. It is expected the decoders could
be manufactured and included inside
TVs, VCRs or cable converter boxes for
aminor incremental cost.
The HRS system also claims to
eliminate chroma crawl and reduce
cross-color to provide noticeably better
pictures—especially when rich, saturated colors are being shown.
HRS doesn't plan to manufacture the
equipment (its an R&D house), but
instead wants to license it to others.
lb date, no one has purchased alicense,
but Schine says he anticipates a sale
"soon." •
—Roger Brown
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PUT YOUR VIDEO SIGNALS ON A HIGH FIBER DIET.
Fed up with bulky coax? Had your fill of
soft video transmission? Slim down and
sharpen up with the PCO 5000. A fiber
optic video transmission system designed
to do wonders for your image no matter
what your application: Video teleconferencing, surveillance, studio or on-location
broadcasting.
What's more, with two high fidelity audio
channels, it sounds just as good as it looks.

All of which makes the PCO 5000 literally
picture perfect for transmitting broadcast
quality audio, video and data simultaneously over distances of up to 100 Km
and more.
In addition the PCO 5000 features:
•High sensitivity and wide dynamic range
•EIA RS-250B short haul performance
•19" rack chassis with dual power supplies
•Front panel modular design for user-

friendly operation and flexible system
configuration
Let us show you the shape of sharper
video systems to come. One that's high in
fiber. And very healthy for your business.
Call PCO today. 818/700-0841.
PCO, Inc. 20200 Sunburst Street,
Chatsworth, CA 91311 818/700-1233.

WORKING TOGETHER FOR SOWTIONS THAT WORK.
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HDTV
Continued from page 29
But, in fact, if there are going to be a
variety of transmission standards, and
Ibelieve there will be, the consumer's
going to demand it and some manufacturer's going to provide it."
Others remain skeptical. Thomas
puts it this way: "All the talk about
open architecture recievers and multiple standards is healthy, but from a
real practical sense, I'm not convinced
that there won't be one standard or a
combination standard, that we've not
even seen yet, that doesn't put it all
together."
For Thomas, the cost factor to the
consumer is what militates against it.
With current estimates of the cost of a
HDTV set around $5,000 and aHDTV
VCR around $1,500, "There's a lot of
sentiment that the thing's expensive
enough already," he advises. "We
really can't expect the customer to buy
adifferent $500 module to plug into his
TV, one for cable, one for broadcast, one
for the VCR, etc. I'm not completely
convinced this whole multiple standards thing will be the long term
solution, although there are people who
argue that there's no other way to solve
the problem and that's how it's going
to go."

the signal that seems to occur in our
patibility in terms of 12 MHz with two
plant that a lot of people have attribchannels that are tied to each other,
uted to the so-called microrefiection
one the compatible channel and the
other ahelper channel.
problem." This phenomenon is somehow generated by factors in the way
"One of the benefits of looking at
the physical plant is built and cannot
the compatibility provided by two isobe solved by putting in better cable and
lated channels is, at some point in time
connectors or upgrading the electronthe need for the NTSC channel will go
ics. ""Ilie problem seems to be where
away," Heimbach says. "So, you throw
you're dealing with 100-foot lengths of
away that channel and you continue
things—and that's your drop or wiring
to carry that HDTV channel. If you
have people still requiring NTSC, you
inside the house," Thomas suggests.
"Another problem that is being
give them a converter box. So, you've
investigated is phase noise. That's
essentially increased your channel
capacity."
Besides standards, compatibility and channel capacity problems associated with carrying HDTV sig•Heard Pete of High eson
arete.10.3nelt25 limn, 60
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Forward thinking on compatibility
Whether there will be multiple standards for the cable operator to deal with
or one standard, he will still have to
deliver a NTSC-compatible version of
the HDTV source material. HBO is
working on a CATV format for HDTV
with Massachusetts Institute of lbchnology's Advanced Iblevision Research
Lab. Heimbach offers an approach that
HBO has been studying. "What we say
is, the cable operator, in the confines
of the cable system, can choose aformat
that is appropriate or optimized for
him."
Assuming apossible 12 MHz terrestrial standard is established for HDTV,
the cable operator is faced with devoting two cable channels for each HDTV
channel. "If he wants to maintain
backward compatibility, let's say HBO
is in high definition," Heimbach suggests, "he may take the NTSC version
of HBO coming down from the satellite
and put it on channel 22 and he may
then take the HDTV version of HBO
and put it into his cable optimized
HDTV format on channel 48 on the
cable system. He's maintained compatibility by using 12 MHz, but of two
isolated channels, whereas the over-theair broadcasters are looking at com-

but our tools are here to stay!
•Made in the U.S.A.
•Proven in the field for durability
•Hand-crafted from precision parts
•Service-oriented manufacturer
Reader Service Number 19
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(203) 526-4337 FAX: (203) 526-2291
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received a lot more attention so far
than microreflection," Thomas says.
"Phase noise is something that can
effect NTSC quality. Not a killer, but
there are a lot of things that degrade
the signal. But we don't proclaim the
signal unusable." In aHDTV environment, phase noise may have to be taken
more seriously.
"You have to line up a lot of things
to have that happen, but there are
systems out there where they have
those elements lined up. Phase noise
comes out of various pieces of equipment we put into
the plant," says Thomas, "processors
at the headend,
baseband converters, modulators or
whatever. You can
solve the problem
by having higher
quality pieces of
electronics."
A format wish list

needs of CATV operation. He would
like to have addressability and scrambling built into the format, "rather
than have these things added as Bandaids later on. They should be implemented as part of the system and
considered in the fundamental system
design, so that we end up with truly
secure scrambling, addressability and
delivery via satellite to cable headends.
"If Icould create awish list, Iwould
also wish Icould control whether the
signal could be videotaped or not,"

HDTV promises resolution comparable to 35mm film.
What has been
acceptable for cable transmission of the
Ciciora muses. "That way I could
NTSC signal may not pass for HDTV
allow certain things to be tape recorded
transmission. The point of all enhanced
and certain other things, like early
definition systems is clearer, crisper,
window movies, to not be tape recorded.
truer to life video display. As HamiltonThat way I'm in abetter position to get
Piercy says, "It doesn't matter which
impulse pay-per-view material."
standards, the undisputed fact is that
And he wants more. "It would be
better pictures are required."
great if the people who design the
Anything that would interfere with
system understood the way signals go
enhancement runs counter to the main
through cable systems and attempted
quality benefits of the technology. "It's
to design a very rugged system that
damned hard to measure some of these
was tolerant to some of the problems
things because, while they degrade the
we have in cable systems."
NTSC picture, they are not killers,"
With HDTV sets not commercially
Thomas points out. "And so, the test
available in North America until around
equipment that we all have isn't necesthe fourth quarter of 1990, and without
sarily designed to look for these rather
a specific HDTV system that you can
small degradations until they're extest over avariety of cable plants, much
treme on the NTSC signal. We are even
of what CATV engineers necessarily
more hamstrung when it comes to
have to deal with concerning technical
trying to look at what a HDTV signal
aspects of HDTV is conceptual in
will have."
nature. The actual daily realities of
Thomas sees HDTV as amandate for
HDTV more often than not revolve
improvements in test equipment. "Abaround politics, regulations, meetings
solutely, in fact, if you look at the new
and conferences. But that's the stage
Ibktronix video test set, the VM-700,
of HDTV development in North Amerwhile it's not specifically for HDTV, it
ica.
does incorporate alot of enhancements
As Bill Thomas puts it, "You write
such as signal averaging, an ability to
an entire story and in the last sentence
look at complex wave forms, heavy you'll say, 'By the way, the general
local calculation. It's an indication of consensus is that you will need 50 dB
what's going to be needed."
carrier-to-noise and you will need to
Walt Ciciora would like to have
figure out how to improve the microrefeatures incorporated into a HDTV
flection problem and, hey, we just got
format that would meet the given
technical.'" •
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Leakage Evaluation System

"July 1, 1990, is a deadline for compliance, not aprogram to meet compliance.
Programs for leakage detection and correction should start now."
Ron Wolfe
CED, October 1987

Now, the industry's first full featured software to handle leakage from A to FCC.
The LES -Leakage Evaluation System records leaks, calculates CLI, prepares
Repair Work Orders, prints leakage and repair logs, plus much more.
Not amere spreadsheet, LES is acomplete system. You can enter direct readings
from virtually any meter without first converting to uV/m. Test at any frequency and
distance from the leak. LES analyzes your data by actual cause, lists leaks largest to

171

smallest, and even lets you play What if? with your data.
Many innovative companies have already chosen LES as their
solution to the leakage dilemma. It is the most powerful and
flexible CLI software available, ANYWHERE! LES is the
emerging industry standard in use by hundreds of systems, coast
to coast. Don't be the last on your block!
For further information on how you can join those already on the
forefront of leakage control, call us at (619) 530-1926 PST.

Long Systems, Inc.
9666 Businesspark Avenue
Suite 105
San Diego, CA 92131
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rregularity in the quality of
fiber optic connectors means
poor performance of your fiber
network. Why risk it? You can't
afford to use anything but the
highest quality connectors: Augat
FIBEROPTICS' connectors.

FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS
THAT FIT BETTER. The key
to Augat's high performance and
low loss in fiber cable assemblies
is the unsurpassed quality and
repeatability designed into our
fiber optic connectors. We consistently make our connectors with
precision-machined hole tolerances
and concentricity of the highest

caliber for precise connector
alignment. And, if you need custom-drilled connectors, look no
further. We can supply you with
what you need within areasonable
lead time and at areasonable cost.
FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS
THAT FUNCTION BETTER.
Augat manufactures the most
popular connectors used in today's
network systems to maximize fiber
optic performance at minimum
expense. Our top-quality SMA
(905 and 906 type) and Biconic
connectors assure you low signal
loss and maximum repeatability.
Augat's unique SMT, with its metal
ferrule, gives you the design and

performance of an ST ® connector,
with the ease of installation and
low cost of an SMA connector.
The SMT is also available with a
ceramic ferrule.
FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS
THAT GIVE YOU A BETTER
NETWORK. You can be assured of abetter fiber optic network
when you use Augat's quality
connectors. For consistently good
voice and data transmission over
your network, specify Augat
FIBEROPTICS connectors. Contact Augat Communications Group,
Inc., P.O. Box 1110, Seattle, WA
98111. Call 206-932-8428.

END
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FIBER EVOLUTION

The fiber evolution
what vendors are doing now
Li ghtwave transmission of CATV
signals through glass fiber cables
as been the dream of many in the
industry for over a decade. With its
significant advantages, low maintenance, imperviousness to EMI and
RFI, long life and low loss factors when
run point-to-point, fiber optics now
seems to have reached a stage of
development where the gap between
the dreamers and the realists has
narrowed. Costs of fiber cabling has
dropped significantly, the technology is better
understood, the
population
of
CATV engineers
with hands-on
FO expertise has
grown, and realworld CATV distribution applications are nearing
the field operations
testing
stage.
CATV
vendors, mindful of the
need to anticipate market shifts,
are
now
more attentive to fiber
optic developments.
Companies
heretofore
not known
in the cable
TV arena
have appeared on the scene. Many
long-time industry vendors have recently begun to establish apresence in
that market in abig way. Some hedge
their bet by carrying another vendor's
fiber optic line while continuing to
supply their coaxial clients. Others
simply mark time.
Larry Nelson, executive VP at the
Comm/Scope Division of General Instrument, exemplifies the cautious approach of many CATV vendors. "With
By George Sell, Contributing Editor

the low volume, it doesn't make economic sense for us to be in the manufacturing business in fiber cable, so we are
private labeling fiber cable," Nelson
reports.
Is FO

critical to CATV's future?

While most CATV manufacturers
see FO somehow figuring in the future
of the industry, many feel limited
pressure to prepare for what they see

as adistant commercial marketplace. Whether fiber is critical to
cable's future economic viability, Nelson responds, "I'm not sure anyone
knows the answer to that."
Nelson thinks technologies should
be used where and when they're useful.
"Fiber optics has demonstrated a limited usefulness to date in long haul
transport of video. There's a lot of
activity to introduce fiber further down
into the architecture. Whether or not
that's successful is yet to be determined." He adds, however, "There are
alot of exciting possibilities. But Idon't

think anybody at this moment can give
you a really accurate entry point. 'lb
the extent that fiber is important in
CATV, then it is a critical issue to
Comm/Scope as avendor."
John Egan, president of Anixter, is
more enthused, "There's no question
that fiber optics is critical to the future
of cable TV There needs to be a
graceful way to evolve to aFO network.
You con't just throw this stuff (coax)
away," Egan explains. As a leading

equipment supplier, Anixter is moving
quickly into the CATV fiber optic
market. They now carry the full line
of AT&T FO cable connectors and
apparatus, and recently showed off the
Laser Link AM system.
"We have been working with AT&T
to modify some of their existing lasers
to be able to function in an analog AM
transmission mode," says Egan. "This
will be atransmission system that will
be very cost competitive and provide
the multiple channel distance transmission that we've been looking for."
Egan claims the device will deliver 60
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AM modulated channels up to
kilometers.
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Why the current Interest
John Holobinko, vice president for
sales and markerting at American
Lightwave Systems, whose predecessor
company, Times Fiber Communications, Systems Division, pioneered fiber optic FM supertrunking for CATV
in 1979 and introduced the Mini-Hub
concept seven years ago, believes FO
is hot again due primarily to rebuilding
cycles, mergers and the technical limits
of coaxial plant. "It's a time of rebuilds," Holobinko states. "The trend
in the industry is toward consolidation.
Now that we are tying so many
headends together, we are looking for
more effective ways of doing that."
"We see further demands on our
systems and see that we've come up
against some technology barrier that
isn't easily satisfied by pushing the
coaxial electronics just that one more
step," Holobinko says. "That's been
done incrementally so many times that
we're starting to get toward the end
and systems get more complex; and
problems associated with coaxial-based
systems grow a little bit more. It's
getting to be the time to look for some
alternatives," Holobinko claims.
"One of the things that heated it
back up was the ability to produce
single-mode fibers, but that's not really
the driving factor. The driving factor
right now is a lot of hype," states Ibm
Polis of RTK. "There's a number of
people in the industry who are
pressing the issue
as aresult of franchise renewals, overbuild competition
and alack of overthe-air space for
microwave interconnects when you are
talking about rebuilding a system
to 550 MHz and
you're locked into
AML feeds. When
you're locked into
those, what are
your alternatives?"
Polis asks. "One
alternative is coaxial supertrunk,
which is very
costly, noise-wise.
The other alternative is fiber."
"The other two

areas where we are doing further
developments are in systems that attack the cost factor of FM systems and
provide an FM to AM conversion,"
Holobinko says. "The other area of
development that we continue to do
research and hold some of the early
patents on is AM over fiber." Holobinko
claims ALS takes a conservative approach to announcing product developments. "We tend to announce after the
pilot system has been installed, is
running and we're ready to go to
production. When we announce it, it's
pretty much bullet-proof."
Holobinko is skeptical of claims that
a mass produceable laser capable of
consistant, reliable AM transmission
is ready. "The concept is sound but
there is no device available in the
marketplace today, period." While he
feels R&D efforts are getting closer,
"It's nowhere near the point where a
customer can say, 'Here it is. Here's
my off-the-shelf item. Distributors are
stocking it and delivery is 30 days and
I want 150 of them.' It's not there,"
Holobinko claims.
Evolution, not revolution
Irving Kahn, a leading advocate of
fiber optic use in CATV since 1969,
asked rhetorically in this publication
seven years ago, "Why go from a
literal horse-and-buggy to a Stanley
Steamer, when you can readily see ajet
sitting on the runway?" While cable
systems of seven years ago could hardly
be thought of as horse-and-buggies,
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and today's best 600 MHz coaxial
systems are more like a 1989 Caddie,
the fiber optic vision Kahn saw then
was more a prototype mock-up sitting
on asystem designer's bench, than ajet
about to take off into the blue sky.
"You can't be revolutionary," advises Bill Lambert, the new president
and GM of lbxscan, "because at that
point everything is going to come out.
The converters, the amplifiers are going to come out and awhole new system
is going to come in, from the headend
all the way to the customer's set. You're
going to put a box in there to change
whatever format is coming down that
fiber to get converted to go into the TV
That's going to bet your company," he
says. "If you are rebuilding a major
system with 200,000 subs, would you
set out to bet your company to do that?
So, effectively you're stuck, you're going to have to go about it in an
evolutionary way."
ibxscan presently has no fiber oikic
product activity underway. But Lambert sees promise in the current work
being done in the area of hybrid fiber
and coax systems designs. "AM on
fiber converted to conventional amplifiers saves the amplifiers, the coax and
the converters. And, if you can lick the
problems of pushing AM and the lasers,
you're evolutionary in nature."
According to Bert Henschied,
lbxscan's VP of R&D, "We are looking
ahead to the optics-to-electronics interface. We think that would be where our
niche would be if we do anything close
to the optics. Otherwise, we would
expect to modify some of our equipment
to be compatible in the overall system
design if something like the ATC
system came about."
First stage: Hybrid 'backbone' systems
A CATV system that delivers signals
from the headend to the home using
fiber all the way is so far off in the
future that most vendors cannot foresee it as a commercial possibility for
them. However, almost all who are
watching the FO market agree that the
fiber 'backbone' concept being developed by ATC shows possibilities. Nelson of Comm/Scope says, "I think it
has a lot of pluses. If you look at the
needs of the CATV systems from an
architecture standpoint, and the difficulty that you have, it is cheaper to
provide CATV with a broadcast-type
architecture, atree and branch."
But attenuation in coax means there
is a need for amplifiers. "But you can
use fiber point-to-point and, in essence,
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• Telco plant (aging of copper wire
system, cost of copper, shareholder
earnings)
—now
• HDTV display sets (Japanese factory
excess capacity)
—ca. 1991
• HDTV VCRs (available at intro of
HDTV sets)
—ca. 1991

• HDTV transmission (broadcast, cable and DBS)
—ca. 1993
• Large-screen sets (70-inch diagonal
flat wall units)
—ca. 1993
• Digital reception (HDTV display sets
capable)
—ca. 1995
• Fiber optics/CATV (hybrid systems:
FO trunk, coaxial from detector nodes
to homes)
—ca. 1995
• Fiber optics/telco (fiber to home in
switched system: video, voice, data)
—ca. 2000
• Digital transmission (ISDN
intro of telcos' FO-to-home)
—ca. 2000 or later

with

—George Sell

distribute your headend via fiber and
means not only performance but confiuse the advantage of fiber for low loss
dent, repeatable, consistent performto reduce your cascades and still use
ance." He adds, "I think we are still a
coax for the broadcast architecture."
little bit away from that."
He adds, "You are using the better
FO test instruments
parts of both media. Inherently, it has
alot of appeal."
Traditional coaxial cable test equipWalt Ciciora of ATC believes the
ment manufacturers seem to be waitadvantage of the backbone approach is
ing to see what develops in CATV fiber
the shortening of amplifier cascades.
optics before they move into that area.
"Our limits are not the cable itself,
Bill Harris, marketing manager with
but the long cascades of amplifiers. So,
Wavetek, says, "Most people in the
it's really an ideal approach and it's
real world are still testing before and
extremely cost effective—under $50 a after translation."
subscriber to implement. In fact, we
Bill Dawson of lbxscan Instruments
have the capability of a truly broadsee the market as, "Very limited. It's
band two-way approach to the home in
in an experimental field trial stage
relatively short order, much shorter
with the MSOs and until there's some
than the telephone companies."
volume, there really isn't a business
According to Tom Polis, "The bigthere."
gest problem is to be able to AM
Laser Precision is a fiber optic test
modulate alaser with abroad spectrum
instrument company with extensive
of channels, up to what we are supplyexperience in the telephony market
ing today over coax, 80 some channels."
that has recently entered the CATV
Polis believes the day is not far off. "I
arena and is advertising in cable trade
think we'll see it (soon) because there's journals. While the response has been
enough pressure being put on that
limited, according to Fred Bednar,
now. If they are going to sell in the
"It's not that important. We are the
CATV market, and that's abig marketleading manufacturer in this type of
place, they're going to need that."
equipment. We are just planting seeds
Holobinko seconds that. "The botfor the future," he says, referring to
tom line is, if these devices are to be
CATV. But Bednar is confident about
implemented in cable TV systems, they
that future. "It should start to take off
have to be available in large quantities
around 1992 as asignificant market for
with a high degree of confidence such
us. By the mid-1990s, you should have
that these systems can literally come
your crossover point."
off-the-shelf in asimilar way an ampliThat kind of confidence should make
fier is an off-the-shelf item, which
proponents of fiber optics happy. •
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NETWORK DESIGN

CATV network design
considerations
p

lanning an upgrade or anew build
of all the elements that exist within
width limitations. Transmission media
can be the single most important each of the three objectives.
limitations can involve FCC licensing
process in determining the future
The cost objective. In many cases,
(for microwave systems) and coax and
of your CATV system. Considering the
the number one consideration in this
fiber cable attenuation.
wide range of factors involved, it can
decision-making process will be the
Performance can generally be measalso be the most complex.
cost objective. There are three factors
ured with two criteria, equipment noise
Prior to planning an upgrade or new to consider within the cost objective:
figures and transmission media noise
build, it is important to remember that equipment cost, installation cost and
figures. The equipment performance is
no two CATV systems are alike. A maintenance cost.
typically not the performance limiting
variety of intangibles, (i.e. geography,
Equipment cost includes the purfactor, the transmission media is. Beproject budget, community requirechase price of modulators, demodulacause fiber optic cable exhibits very low
ments, right-of-way, etc.) make each
tors and transmission equipment. Outattenuation characteristics and the
system unique. While one system may
side plant equipment such as micromedia is not time varying afiber optic
be best served by a fiber optic based
wave towers, cables and amplifiers are
system provides superior performance
network, another may achieve its oball part of the installation cost. Other
to other transmission media.
jectives through use of microwave or factors to consider when pricing instalDetermining equipment upgrade and
coaxial cable. Still others may
expansion involves considerFigure A
be best suited by a hybrid
ing horizontal integration
network using acombination
(building beyond an existing
Upgrade or
of any or all of these technoloNow
service area to extend the
Installation
gies. Simply stated, no single
network) and vertical intetechnology can address the
gration (building on to an
wide range of needs for all
existing network in order to
System
Network
systems.
Cost
expand it). Horizontal inteDistribution
Design
Objective
Determining the ideal
gration is afunction of signal
Objective
Objective
CATV system, therefore, is
retransmission and the assoEquipment Cost
Channel Capacity
Regulations
choosing the "right technolciated noise accumulation.
Installation Cost
Performance
Right-of-Way
ogy" and it involves striking
This is directly related the
Maintenance Cost Eqpt. Upgrade & Exp Net Upgrade & Exp
a good balance between netmethod of signal modulation.
Network Management Protection
work requirements and deBoth FM and digital moduNetwork Architecture
information Format
sign objectives.
lation offer performance
(Star, Point-to-Point,
(Video, Audio, Date)
Planning for an upgrade
characteristics suitable for reTree & Branch)
or a new build is a process
Reliability
transmission but cost typithat can be broken down into
cally prohibits digital imthree basic steps:
plementation. Vertical inte1. Identifying the network requirelation are: property acquisitions (rightgration is directly related to bandwidth
ments within your design objectives.
of-way, pole space and tower sites),
availability. Only fiber optic cable
2. Understanding the interdepenmanpower, and construction permits
offers a virtual unlimited bandwidth
dency (trade-offs) of the design objecand licenses. Maintenance costs infor CATV transmission applications.
tives (i.e. cost vs. performance).
volve test equipment, outside plant
When considering a system's signal
3. Evaluating the design objectives repair and service personnel.
format, one is faced with a variety of
as they apply to the CATV distribution
'lb achieve the overall cost perspecindustry standards to choose from.
technologies of today.
tive, the three elemental costs (equipInformation considerations include:
ment, installation and maintenance)
video type and capacity (clear, scramIdentity network requirements
are combined into what typically is
bled and HDTV) and audio type and
referred to as alife cycle cost analysis.
capacity (clear, scrambled and BTSC).
Identifying network requirements
In most cases this analysis tends to
Other signal format considerations inis the most complex and time consumsupport fiber optic technology.
clude data types and capacity (RS-232,
ing part of this process, but it is also
The system design objective. ChanTi, T2 and T3). The single most critical
the most essential. It can be greatly
nel capacity, performance, upgrade and
item in a network's ability to support
simplified by breaking down each obexpansion, network management and
the multiplicity of signals formats is
jective to its simplest form (See Figure
signal format all fit under the heading not the modulation equipment but the
A). What follows is a broad overview
of system design objectives.
transmission media's ability to support
When considering channel capacity,
it. The performance requirements of
By Stefhan R. Sherman, Manager of
one must take into account the bandthe network to support asignal format
Special Systems, Catel
width limitations of the equipment as
can typically be the limiting factor in
Telecommunications Inc.
well as the transmission media bandthe channel capacity that it can sup-
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port. Channel capacity is afunction of
bandwidth availability and again this
favors fiber optic cable deployment.
Network distribution objective.
The Network distribution objective involves strategic network planning issues. Matters that call for examination
within this objective include: regulations, right-of-way, network upgrade
and expansion, protection, network architecture and reliability.
Local, state, and even federal regulations are a fact of life for any CATV
system. Construction permits for local
and state building codes must be obtained in most situations. Emission
certification, both RFI and EMI, must
also be taken into account for coax
cable distribution. In the case of microwave systems, FCC licensing also must
be considered.
Right-of-way is another important
issue within the network distribution
objective. Right-of-way access factors
for fiber an coax
systems include
the use of existing
poles, new aboveground usage and
installation of underground plant.
Microwave systems have their
own set of right-ofway issues, including physical line-ofsight and frequency availability.
Protection switching and redundancy issues to consider include: alternate routing in
case of cable cuts
for fiber optic and
coax distribution;
grounding and bonding and surge protection in the case of lightning damage
for coax and microwave distribution;
and diversity techniques in the case of
microwave path outages.
There are generally three network
architecture formats to choose from:
point-to-point for microwave installations; distributed (star) for fiber optic
installations; and bus (tree-andbranch) for conventional coaxial installations.
The final consideration for the network distribution objective is the reliability (outage elimination) factor. This
can be accomplished by installing redundant paths into the network, purchasing redundant equipment and, in
the case of microwave systems, diver-
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sity techniques.
Objective Interdependency
It is important to realize that the
three main objectives discussed are
interdependent. That is, each has a
direct affect upon the other two (See
Figure B).
For example, equipment costs within
the cost objective are directly tied to
the performance criteria in the system
design objective. Lower equipment cost
equates lower performance and vice
versa.
Likewise, network upgrade and expansion within the network objective
is directly related to equipment channel capacity within the system design
objective. Network channel capacity is
dependent upon network and equipment bandwidth.
It is crucial, therefore, to take a
broader view when making a decision

on any single element. One seemingly
minor decision could greatly affect the
end results.
The technological advances of today
reflect the growth of the CATV market
and the services that it can provide.
Fiber optics offers asignificant contribution to the development of the CATV
market. However, even with the introduction of fiber optics we have yet to
see a technological advance that addresses all requirements in all situations. It is crucial, therefore, to identify network requirements and understand their interdependency.
This three-step planning process gives
CATV system operators the ability to
plan for the requirements of today—
and the expansion for tomorrow. •
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Architecture alternatives for
employing fiber optics
F

iber optics technology is drawing
attention for a variety of cable
television applications. The technology supports transmission of bandwidths in excess of 1 GHz, twice as
much as state-of-the-art coax-based
CATV systems, and offers extremely
low loss-0.2 dB to 0.4 dB per kilometer
(km) independent of bandwidth—when
compared to the best coaxial trunk
cables-33 dB per km at 550 MHz.
This low loss reduces or eliminates
active devices in the distribution system, which can reduce system noise
and distortion associated with cable
TV amplifiers and result in improved
system performance and better picture
quality. Finally, fiber optics avoids
transmission of signals in the radio
frequency range, yielding immunity
from ingress and radiation, providing
better pictures and allaying concerns
about FCC leakage regulations compliance.
A television signal, as transmitted
on acable TV system, has the spectrum
shown in Figure 1. It consists of video,
audio and color information to comprise the received picture and sound.
Unfortunately, upon transmission,
the signal is subject to degradation, the
most significant forms of which are
noise (usually expressed as C/N, carrierto-noise ratio), intermodulation distortion (beats) and cross-modulation distortion. In a conventional cable TV
system, the primary contributors to
signal degradation are the amplifiers,
whereas in a fiber optic system the
main contributors are the light source
and receiver.
Frequency modulation

Frequency modulation (FM) uses
changes in frequency to convey information. In Figure 2 the distances
between the peaks of the FM waveform
vary with time, signifying information
transmission. These distances are not
readily affected by noise and intermodulation or cross modulation distortion, giving FM its good immunity to
By Geoff Roman, Vice President
Marketing, Jerrold's Distribution
Systems Division

FM can be employed using components that exist today. The basic FM
technology has matured and experiSound Carrier 15
7dB
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enced significant cost reductions in
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recent years because of increasingly
widespread use of satellite television
transmission. FM's resistance to signal
--1.25 MHz
degradation allows the use of readily
I--3.58 MHz
1
available lasers and detectors with
5.75 MHz
satisfactory performance.
Today's FM hardware easily sup6.0 MHz ports distances of 40 to 80 kilometers
with 16 channels
Figure 2
per fiber. Typical
Modulation Techniques
system perform•
ance for FM includes a C/N of
CW Carrier
•
••
better than 30 dB
and distortion perAM Modulation
formance of -26 dB,
well below the -19
dB threshold of visiFM Modulation
MEAMAN
bility. This performance on the FM
link yields better
e
Digital
than 60 dB C/N
Modulation
and -60 dB distortion performance
for the recovered
video waveform. This yields an essenFigure 3
tially transparent link.
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AM Fiber Optic Link Performance

Reach: 7.5 kilometers
Channels

Level

C/N

CTB

10

44 dBmV

53 dB

70 dB

20

44 dBmV

53 dB

64 dB

40

41 dBmV

49 dB

59 dB

noise and distortion. The threshold of
visibility of such signal degradation is
approximately -19 dB relative to the
signal level. The price for this immunity is bandwidth (typically 18 MHz to
40 MHz to transmit the 6 MHz CATV
channel shown in Figure 1).
In addition, the signal must be
converted to the FM format for transmission and converted back to AM for
television set reception. The equiplhent
necessary to perform these conversions
add complexity and cost to the network.
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Digital transmission

The simple digital modulation scheme
in Figure 2 shows information transmission as the presence or absence of a
signal. Since this on-or-off condition
can be so easily sensed, even in the
presence of severe noise and distortion,
the threshold of visibility for signal
degradation is avery high -6 dB to -10
dB. The signal quality is very good, but
requires transmission rates of 45 Mbps
to 140 Mbps depending upon compression scheme and resolution of the
digital conversion. Compression significantly reduces the transmission
data rate, but the cost of the required
processing equipment is very high.
Fiber optics, as employed by the
telephone companies and long distance
carriers, is a digital technology. Thus,
the multiplexing equipment and optical components required are readily
available, however, even the highly
compressed 45 Mbps television signal
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requires the data rate to be equivalent
to 700 telephone conversations. This
higher data rate requires more bandwidth and more complex digital conversion equipment which has not been
fully developed.
The equipment needed to perform
the digital conversion is much more
expensive than that needed for FM
conversion. At this time it is only
affordable for long-haul applications
where the cost can be amortized over
many users.

SupertrunkIng

Fiber Optic Tree and

Amplitude modulation
Amplitude modulation transmits information as variations in signal level.
The level is affected by noise and
distortion, making AM transmission
the most sensitive to signal degradation. Thus, the threshold of visibility
of undesired effects is -57 dB relative
to signal level. However, AM allows
transmission of the complete television
signal in 6 MHz of bandwidth-much
less than both the FM and digital
approaches. This signal is compatible
with existing plant, set-top converters
and television sets, which eliminates
the need for the conversion hardware
associated with the other system op-

tions.
The performance of a typical high
quality laser diode transmitting AM
television signals over a 7.5-kilometer
link is shown in Figure 3. The C/N and
composite triple beat (CTB) distortion
degrade as the number of channels
increases. The signal level is reduced
in the 40-channel case to prevent
overloading of the laser diode. This
performance is considerably below the
60 dB C/N and -60 dB distortion
reading obtainable with FM or digital

fill
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lbday, fiber optics replaces microwave and coaxial
cable links in supertrunking applications. Fiber optic
supertrunks in virtually all cases use
Branch Architecture
FM with 16 or
fewer channels per
fiber. The performance level in such
links is shown in
the first line of Figure 3.
Using fiber optics in supertrunks
frees the cable operator from weather
interference and outages often experienced with microwave links. Fiber
provides significantly improved signal
performance and sidesteps the logistical complications of installing microwave towers. Compared to coaxial cable alternatives, fiber optics supertrunks require no amplifiers and yield
higher reliability and improved performance.
'free-and-branch has become the domi-
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ARCHITECTURE
nant mode of coaxial cable distribution
for cable television. Its directional
coupler architecture offers flexibility
while its broadband capability permits
it to simultaneously deliver a large
number of channels into the home.
Implementation of the tree-andbranch architecture using fiber optics
could replace coaxial cable with optic
fiber and amplifiers and passives with
their optical counterparts, as shown in
Figure 4.
However, optical passive devices cost
at least 10 times as much as their RF
counterparts and optical amplifiers

are, at best, a laboratory curiosity at
this time.
Although the optical amplifier required for analog (AM or FM) transmission does not yet exist, the regen
erative repeaters do, permitting digital
transmission with the tree-and-branch
approach.
Broadband transmission to 40 television channels in digital format, however, would require a data rate of
approximately 4Gpbs. Conversion equipment for such data rates is prohibitively expensive and not likely to
become economical in the next decade.

Figure 5
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2PD
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4PD
1PD
2PD
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1PD
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2PD
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44
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Aerial
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49
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49
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56.4
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57.3

48.1
57.4

48.0
57.3

48.1
57.5

Figure 6
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SPECIALIZING
IN THE CATV

Star Architecture

INDUSTRY'S
FIBER OPTIC NEEDS

800-334-5287
313-855-6575

Headend

ELAN ENGINEERING, INC.
31275 Northwestern Hwy.
Suite 228
Farmington Hills, MI 48018
Reader

Service

Number 31
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ARCHITECTURE
Backbone architecture
The backbone concept was developed
within the MS0 community, notably
at ATC, as a means of implementing
fiber optics in an evolutionary manner
in cable TV systems. This approach
transports signals from the headend to
the general vicinity of the subscriber
using fiber optics. A conversion device
at the end of each optical link is
required to change the signals from the
optical to RF domain. This approach
reduces the cascade
of conventional cable TV components
serving each subscriber and offers
the subscribe potentially improved
picture quality and
greater reliability.
Both FM and
AM techniques
have been applied
to the backbone
architecture in laboratory and field trials. The high quality transmission capabilities of FM result in virtually no
picture degradation between the
headend and the conversion node. Performance at the subscriber location is
essentially that of the reduced cable
TV cascade. The price for such high
picture quality is the complex conversion equipment necessary for every
channel at every node: an FM demodulator and an AM remodulator. The
AM remodulators are subject to the
same frequency accuracy and stability
requirements that the FCC imposes on
conventional cable TV headend and
distribution systems, putting pressure
on system cost.
The AM backbone approach avoids
the FM to AM conversion cost and
complexity and requires only an optical
receiver at the conversion node, but the
susceptibility of AM transmission to
degradation requires an extremely high
quality laser and optical receiver.
The configuration examples summarized in Figure 5employ the AM fiber
optic backbone. The goal of each example is to deliver the 66 channels of a
450 MHz cable TV system with 48 dB
C/N and -57 dB CTB distortion at the
subscriber television set. This performance criteria was established for the
purposes of example only. The performance for the conventional CATV portion of the network is calculated for the

configuration and levels shown in each
example.
The first example consists of 10
26-dB gain feedforward trunk amplifiers, a power-doubled bridger and two
power-doubled line extenders. The performance of cable TV cascade barely
meets our design criteria for distortion,
thus requiring a nearly transparent
fiber optic link with respect to distortion. Such an AM link is not likely to
be available in the near future.
Example 2 shows the performance

originated in the telephone environment. While the cable television industry has evolved an architecture based
upon tree-and-branch, the telcos have
employed a star architecture. A possible star configuration is shown in
Figure 6. Supertrunks are employed to
each hub from the central headend
using techniques previously described
and each home is then connected to the
hub with adedicated fiber optic path.
This approach requires the conversion of FM to AM in the home to
interface to the television set. It further
requires the development of a low-cost
splicing and splitting technique if fiber
optic cable is to be successfully implemented within the home.
lb carry the star architecture astep
further, a switch could be employed to
control subscriber access to programming, as opposed to the distribution of
a broadband signal into the home.
Allowing program selection through
the set-top converter, the switch would
perform as the central office switch
does in the telephone environment.
System K

with the trunk cascade reduced to four
amplifiers, but levels kept constant.
This results in improved C/N performance but little improvement in distortion because the dominant cause of the
distortion is the unchanged feeder
portion of the network.
For Example 3, the equipment configuration is unchanged but feeder
levels are reduced. Implementing this
backbone in existing systems would
require tap replacement and relocation
of line extenders, but the performance
goal can be met.
The fourth example employs four
power-doubled trunk amplifiers, apowerdoubled bridger and two power-doubled
line extenders. Meeting the required
system performance is accomplished
with aslightly better laser.
Example 5shows the backbone concept carried to its extreme—the entire
trunk system is replaced with the fiber
optic backbone. The performance requirements can be met with a realizable laser and no subscriber has more
than four active RF elements between
his home and the headend.
Star architecture
Much of today's fiber technology
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There have been several field trials
of the fiber-to-the-home concept. Among
these approaches is "System K," being
jointly developed by Jerrold and Corning Glass Works as a proof-of-concept
for an economical implementation of
fiber optics in cable TV applications.
The system consists of FM supertrunks
to ahub containing aswitch. From the
switch, a dedicated fiber carrying 16
channels runs to the tap location shown
in Figure 7.
The tap performs the signal conversion from optical to RF for the drop to
the home on a conventional cable
TV-type coaxial cable. The FM to AM
conversion is performed inside of a
set-top converter which is also the
control interface with the switch for
channel selection. The architecture allows independently selected channels
on four televisions/VCRs to be simultaneously viewed in each home. Since the
architecture has adedicated path from
the home to the switch, the addition of
switching voice and data transmissions
is feasible.
The promise of fiber optics is presently having more impact on cable TV
than any other technological issue in
the history of the industry. However,
with the exception of supertrunking,
there has yet to be any economically
justified implementation which achieve
the technology's promise. But the stateof-the art is far from standing still. •

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

Bakedcott
&cc).

1259 Rouge 46

ExEcirrrvE

Pariappany. NJ 07054

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

SEARCH
201 263 3355

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TV, BROADCAST
DIVISION

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION

POSMONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST
Cal or .4erte u't CONFIDENCE

MICROWAVE
FIELD TECHNICIAN

Growing company specializing in L.A.N.
installations is looking for an organized
detail oriented individual who can take
charge and get the job done. Applicants
should have experience in Fiber, Twisted
Pair, and Broadband construction. Responsibilities would include interfacing with
clients and supervising estimators and
project managers. Opportunity for growth,
salary compensated with experience.
Please send resume with salary requirements to:

FEE PAID

"WE DON'T TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

Common Carrier seeks Video Microwave
technician. Knowledge of digital message
systems helpful. Must be thoroughly experienced in all phases of maintenance,
installation and testing, plus good knowledge in use of related test equipment.
Contact Ed Limbeck
609-825-8148
Garden State Micro Relay, Inc.
207 Kates Blvd.
Millville, NJ 08332

Videophile, Inc.
4643 S. Ulster St., Suite 1320
Denver, CO 80237

EQUIP. FOR SALE/RENT
VIDEO SUPPLIES

CABLES •CONNECTORS •CANAPE •BELDEN •SWITCHCRAFT • DAS. TIES •
BATTERIES •NE UTRIK .60 INTERFACE BOXES •TAPE .500 DIFF TAPE LABELS •GAFFERS
TAPE • CASES • PATCH BATS • LIGHTS • ACOUSTIC FOAM
• FORMS • MICROPHONES • SONE X • STANDS • MOUNTS
• WIND SCREENS • ZEPPELINS • FIBRE OPTICS • RACKS
•DUCT •REELS •TESTERS •FIL TERS •CHEMICALS •TOOLS
Ii
•ON-AIR LIGHTS •DEGAUSSERS •INTERFACE DEVICES
•HEADPHONES •CLIPS •SWITCHES •CAM &S,VHS CABLE

Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals
Call toll free 1-800/433-2160; In Texas call collect 817/599-7623.
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

MARKERTEK VIDEO SUPPLY
145 Ulster Ave .Sauget.. NY 12477 U SA

VP ENG-GROUND FLOOR OP, GROWING MSO, N, $70K
DIR ENG-ADDRESS SYSTEM TOP MSO NEW ACQUISITION, MW $40K
DIR TCH OPS-NEW BUILD, HIGH TECH, KEY POSITION, NE, $45K
STAFF ENG-RAPIDLY EXPANDING TOP MSO, E COAST, $50K
CHIEF ENG-SOPHISTICATED URBAN 100K SUB SYSTEM, NE, $45K
LANT MGR-HIGH VISIBILITY, LARGEST SYSTEM FOR MSO, E COAST, $40K
CHIEF TECH-ATTRACTIVE S CA, TOP MSO, FAST TRACK POSITION, $35K
TCH MGR-AML, ADDRESS EXP, N CA, FAST GROWING MSO, $35k
PLANT MGR-NEW ACQUISITION, GROWING MSO, BEAUTIFUL TX AREA, $32K
INST MGR-FAST PACED, URBAN, E, KEY MGMT POSITION, $30K

T
FIVE

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
Large selection geared for CATV _
STANDARD TRUCK &
EQUIPMENT CO.
1155 Hill St. S.E.
Atlanta, GA 30315
Phone: 1-800-241-9357 aucarr 'MUCKS

1P

TECHNICIANS
SW TECH, E, $11.00/Hr
LN TECH, TX, $9.00/Hr
LN TECH, W, $12.00/Hr
LN TECH, S, $11.00/Hr
LN TECH, E, $23K

HDEND, NE, $32K
HDEND, CA, $30K
LN TECH, E, $12.00/Hr
LN TECH, MW, $10.00/Hr
SW TECH, NE, $14.00/Hr

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT
Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.
Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

JIM YOUNG L ASSOCIATES

One Young Plaza

1235 Ranger Highway

Weatherford, TX 76087

Call for information about these and many other opportunities nationwide.

EQUIP. FOR SALE/RENT

(818) 709-3724

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
TRY US!!

EMERGENCY ALERT
SYSTEM

Serving the Cable TV industry

by

with over 5,000 line products

Idea/onics

"NATIONWIDE"

69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
under $3,000

(419) 394-7890

(701) 786-3904
24 channel units also available.

1-800-522-2025

In NY: 914-246-3036

OH
cg.

800-826-4711

NT'L

c.S.É'tzÂmnrz

800-826-4710

diliociatEs,

Line.

dba/SAI Engineering
1301 McKinley Rd., P.O. Box 2288, St. Marys, OH 45885
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
RITE COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY

White S 7andi
Jumper Cables

Capable of Providing For All Your
Engineering & Construction Needs

Custom connectors and cables for all aspects of CATV
Gilbert AHS
All types of cable from
Magnavox
Belden
Pyramid F59-81
Times
LRC and others
Comm Scope
Quick delivery on all colors with lengths from 6" to 15'

(Including Fiber Optics)
"Quality & Performance Done The RITE WAY"
1008 Main St. West, Valdese, NC 28690
(704) 874-4202
1-800-327-0208

Write or call: (602) 581-0331
335 West Melinda Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85027

L.C.E.

Office: 1-800-666-MAPS
314-949-9223

Long Cable Electronics, Inc.
For the Finest in Converter Repair"
Equipment Brokered"

DESIGN EXTENDER, INC.
Cable Television Design & Engineering

Call Ned: 518-393-7672

If it takes more than aLine Extender-Call Design Extenders'

1228 Albany Street •Schenectady, NY 12304

STRAND MAPPING •AS•BUILT MAPPING •MAKE READY SURVEY •SYSTEM DESIGN
CLI TESTING •MAP MAINTENANCE •SUBSCRIBER AUDIT

3317 N. Hwy. 94

See us at the Atlantic Show, Booth #609

St. Charles, MO 63301

ADVERTISEMENT

The following companies have paid a fee
to have their listing appear in the Fiber
Optics Callbook.
_.......
_______

Nimm.
AT&T

A&T
T

-........-

(314) 391-2805

WATS (National)
WATS (State)
1111 Woods Mill Road

(800) 443-0738
(800) 782-1202

PERSONNEL:
Ballwin,
RS63011
MO Dan Stone, National Sales
Rep.; Rich Barks, National Sales Rep.
DESCRIPTION: Provider of cable television
support services including turnkey fiber
optic projects, as-built maps, strand maps,
system design, computer aided drafting,
R.F. signal leakage testing, grounding of
outside and inside plant.

.,

A

0
AMERICAN LIONTWAVE 3 Y3 TENS, INC.
el

:ICJ'
?" CO , Pe,)
,

American Lightwave
Systems, Inc.

(203) 265-8881

358 Hall Avenue
Wallingford, CT 06492-1149
PERSONNEL: Dr. M.F. Mesiya, President;
John Holobinko, VP/Marketing & Sales;
Walter Cosseboom, VP/Manufacturing;
Norman Bunker, VP/Engineering.
REGIONAL OFFICES: Canadian
Representative: Adcom Electronics, Ltd.
(416) 251-3355.
DESCRIPTION: ALS manufactures awide
variety of fiber optic transmission systems
specifically designed for CATV applications.
These include FM/FDM fiber supertrunks,
FM-A
—
hybrid systems, AM fiber systems,
and fiber to the home systems. ALS was the
original pioneer of multichannel CATV
fiber systems in 1978 and has eleven years
of proven
p
fiber experience.
erience.

PERSONNEL: Mac Qurashi, President;
Masood Qurashi, Vice President; John T.
Kurpinski Sr., Sales Manager.
REGIONAL OFFICES: Box 484, Route 4,
Milford, DE 19963, (302) 422-6636;
Neshaminy Plaza I, Suite 120, Bensalem,
PA 19020, (215) 638-1801.
DESCRIPTION: Full service contractor,
specializing in turnkey or B.O.M. construction
including strand mapping, design, and
construction of fiber optic and cable television
systems, both aerial and underground. Drop
installation services also available.

AN

lore a
IL

CABLE TV
_—
.--__
—
______

American Telecom
Services,
Inc
WATS (National)
WATS (State)
P.O. Box 479
Quakertown, PA 18951
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--

_

(215) 538-2440
(800) 537-2440
(800) 537-2440

"LIGHTING THE WAY TO THE FUTURE"
Anixter Communications .(312) 677-2600
4711 Golf Course Road
One Concourse Plaza
Skokie, IL 60076
PERSONNEL: John Egan, President; Gordon
Halverson, Executive VP/CATV Group; Gene
Robinson, Executive VP/National Accounts;
Marty Ingram, VP/Broadband Systems;
Raymond Geraci, Senior VP/Advertising
and Public Realtions.
REGIONAL OFFICES: Anaheim: 4905 E.

ADVERTISEMENT

FIBER OPTICS CALLBOOK
Hunter Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 (714)
779-0500, FAX; (714) 777-1527; Atlanta:
550 Old Peach Tree Rd., Suwanee, GA
30174, (404) 995-5110, FAX; (404) 9635342; Central Stock: 1401 Morse Ave., Elk
Grove Village, IL 60007, (312) 364-7000,
FAX; (312) 364-8470; Chicago: 1301 Morse
Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, (312)
364-7000, FAX; (312) 640-0258; Dallas:
1620 Crosby Road, Suite 115, Carrollton,
TX 75006, (214) 446-7337, FAX; (214)
242-6079; Denver: 14402 E. 33rd Pl., Aurora,
CO 80011, (303) 373-9200, FAX; (303)
373-9802; Iron Mountain: P.O. Box 826,
701B Stephenson, Iron Mountain, MI 49801,
(906) 774-4111, FAX; (906) 774-6287; Long
Island: 7Michael Ave., East Farmingdale,
NY 11735, (516) 293-7788, FAX; (516)
293-7503; Seattle: 18435 Olympic Ave.
South, Seattle, WA 98188, (206) 251-6760,
FAX; (206) 251-0846; Iiimpa: 9201 King
Palm Dr., Tampa, FL 33619, (813) 626-7115,
FAX; (813) 621-0868: Wharton: 231 Richard
Mine Rd., Wharton, NJ 07885, (201) 3280980, FAX; (210) 328-1267; Anixter Sales
(Video Descrambler): 1401 Morse Ave., Elk
Grove Village IL 60007, (312) 364-7000,
FAX; (312) 364-8470.
DESCRIPTION: Anixter Communications,
adivision of Anixter Bros., Inc., is asupply
specialist to the CATV industry. A complete
line of cable TV products is offered, including
the new Anixter Laser Link AM fiber optic
system, fiber optic cable and accessories,
satellite receiving equipment, headend
equipment, subscriber pay TV products,
distribution electronics, coaxial cable,
connectors, serial and underground
construction material, system passives, drop
and install material, tools and safety
equipment, and test equipment. Anixter
also provides converter exchange and/or
repair services.

OUT

AUOAT
COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP

Augat Communications
Group Inc.
(206) 932-8428
2414 S.W. Andover Street
Seattle, Washington 98106
PERSONNEL: Ron W. Tarrant, Group Vice
President; Randy Noland, Group Director
of Marketing; Bill Jensen, Western Area
Sales Manager; Chris Sirianni, Eastern
Area Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: The Augat Communications
Group is an association of six Augat
companies representing afull line of network
interconnection products. These six companies
include: BROADBAND, FIBEROPTICS,
LRC, MELCO, TELZON and VITEK.
lbgether, these six companies offer the
broadest range of network interconnection
components available from asingle source
today.

Lindsay, VP/Sales & Marketing.
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer and supplier
of quality coaxial cable and fiber optic cable,
featuring Pill, QR dropcables including
cable that need the NEC, and CableGuard
jacketed PIII.

CATEL

THE CLEAR CHOICE IN FIBER
CATEL
Telecommunications. ...(415) 659-8988
4050 Technology Place
Fremont, CA 94537
PERSONNEL: Dr. James D. Hood, President;
Mircho Davidov, VP Advanced Marketing
& Technology; Richard M. Green, VP Sales
& Marketing
REGIONAL OFFICES: 1900 Erie, Suite
203, Kansas City, MO 64116, (816)4744289.
DESCRIPTION: Catel supplies multichannel
FM and AM, FDM, bi-directional fiber optic
systems; FM stereo precessing system with
both agile modulator and off-air processors;
stereo TV transmission system with TV
stereo generator and TV modulator and
processors; PC controlled headend modulator
system; agile TV demodulator.

Cable Services Company Inc.

Cable Services
Company, Inc.
(717) 323-8518
WATS (National)
(800) 233-8452
WATS (State)
(800) 332-8545
2113 Marydale Avenue
Williamsport,PA 17701
FAX (717) 322-5373
PERSONNEL: John B. Roskowski, President;
Harry A. Wahl, Vice President; George
Ferguson, Vice president sales; John M.
Roskowski, Vice president Construction;
Robert Brantlinger, Director/Marketing.
DESCRIPTION: Complete fiber optic, coax
or LAN, turnkey construction and supply
company. Services include aerial and
underground construction, splicing, house
drop installation and headend installation.
Also supplier of all major manufacturers
and in house design, repair and engineering
facilities.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
Comm/Scope
Division

Comm/Scope
(704) 324-2200
WATS
(National)
(800)
982-1708
P.O. Box 1729
Hickory, NC 28603
PERSONNEL: Frank Drendel, President;
Jim Webb, VP/General Manager; Stan

CORNING
Corning Glass Works ...(607) 974-4411
MP RD 03
Corning, NY 14831
PERSONNEL: Jan Suwinskt, Vice President;
Pete Radding, Sales Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Manufactures afull line of
optical fiber and fiber optic couplers.

nip—upor
Elan Engineering, Inc. ...(800) 334-5287
31275 Northwestern #228
Farmington Hills, MI 48018
PERSONNEL: Michael W. Refalo, President;
Michael E. Bisco, Vice President.
DESCRIPTION: Iiirnkey construction of
CATV, LAN and Fiber Optic systems.
Including aerial, design, engineering,
mapping, splicing, sweep and underground.

Fibertron
(213) 690-0670
450 East Commercial Way
La Habra, CA 90631
PERSONNEL: Marlene Spiegel, President;
H. Cohen, Vice President; Marc Spiegel,
Sales Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Fiberoptic STOCKING
DISTRIBUTOR-cable connectors and splices,
transmitters/receivers, innerduct, closures
and panels, tools and test equipment.

JERROLD
Jerrold
General Instrument ....(215) 674-4800
WATS (National)
(800) 523-6678
WATS
(State)
(800)
562-6965
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ADVERTISEMENT

FIBER OPTICS CALLBOOK
2200 Byberry Road
Hatboro, PA 19040
PERSONNEL: George Safiol, President &
C.0.0.; Hal Krisbergh, President, Jerrold
Division; Lemuel Tarshis, VP-GM,
Distribution Systems Division; Geoffrey
Roman, VP, Distribution Marketing; Dave
Robinson, Director Fiber Optic Technology.
REGIONAL OFFICES: 767 Fifth Avenue,
45th Floor, New York, NY 10153, (212)
207-6300; 2611 Westgrove Road, Suite 109,
Carrollton, TX 75006, (214) 248-7931; 7100
East Belleview Avenue, Suite 101,
Englewood, CO 80111, (303) 740-6118; 595
Tamarack Avenue, Unit 'C', Brea, CA
92621, (714) 671-1500.
DESCRIPTION: Designer and manufacturer
of full line of electronic and fiber optic
broadband communications equipment.
Distribution systems: Conventional, feed
forward, power-doubling and Quadrapower
(tm) amplifiers, advanced status monitoring,
taps and passives, and accessory equipment.
Subscriber Systems: plain, pay and
addressable STARCOM and TOCOM
converters, push button response systems,
addressable controllers and scrambling
equipment. Headend Systems: fiber optic
supertrunk systems, satellite receivers,
frequency agile headend modulators and
encoders, stereo encoders. For CATV and
LAN applications, Jerold Applied Media
Lab reseach includes fiber optics, HDTV,
interactivity, digital audio, data, headroom
and advanced scrambling.

eerie
Kennedy Cable
Construction, Inc
(912) 557-4751
WATS (State)
(800) 841-4361
Highway 280 West
P.O. Box 760
Reidsville, GA 30453
PERSONNEL: Roger Kennedy Jr., President;
Robert West, Vice President; Bob Skelton,
Vice President; Frank Walker, Marketing
Manager.
REGIONAL OFFICES: Florida, (813) 4393621.
Description:Aerial and underground line
construction services, splicing and balance,
strand mapping, engineering and design,
splicing upgrades and rebuilds, fiberoptic
installation.

Murray International, Inc. .(617) 224-2267
199 Wells Avenue
Suite #1
Newton, MA 92159
FAX (617) 965-8752

PERSONNEL: Larry Quinn, President; Chris
Murray, Vice President; Robert Fracier,
Vice President; Charels O'Reilly, National
Sales Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Murray International does
fiber optic construction and engineering,
maintenance of fiber optic systems, fiber
optic seminars, splicing, turn-key operations,
CATV construction and engineering.

NaCom
NaCom
(614) 895-1313
WATS (National)
(800) 848-3998
1900 East Dublin-Granville Road
Columbus, OH 43229
FAX (614) 895-8942
PERSONNEL: Larry Linhart, President,/
CEO; Larry Brown, Vice President; Jerry
Evans, Vice President; Joe Govern, Vice
President; Stan Wiecinski, Vice President.
DESCRIPTION: Full service
telecommunications contractor providing
strand mapping, drafting, design, makeready engineering, aerial/underground
construction, splicing, installations (including
fiber optics), traps, audits, converter changeouts, pre/postwiring MDU's, SMATV and
LANs. For more information about THE
NACOM TEAM, please contact the Director
of Marketing for CATV installation and
constructon contracts, or to join our team
as an installer or construction worker with
an excellent future, contact the Director of
Field Services.

Oriel Corporation
(818) 281-3636
2015 West Chestnut Street
Alhambra, CA 91803
FAX (818) 281-8231
TELEX 752 434
PERSONNEL: Wim H.J. Selders, President;
Dr. Israel Ury, Vice President; Dr. Nadav
Bar-Chaim, Vice President; Bill Moore,
Director of Sales; Dr. Larry Stark, Director
Applications Marketing.
DESCRIPTION: Ortel is amanufacturer of
AM/FM and microwave transmission links
for trunking and distribution of CATV
signals.

Scientific
Atlanta
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. ...(404) 441-4000
Wats (National)
(800) 722-2009
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One Technology Parkway
P.O. Box 105600
Atlanta, GA 30348
PERSONNEL: Sidney Ibpol, Chairman of
the Board; William Johnson, Vice Chairman/
CEO; John Levergood, Chief Operating
Officer; Larry Bradner, Div. President/
Broadband Comm.
REGIONAL OFFICES: Boston: 220
Ballardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 01887;
Dallas: 851 International Pkwy, Suite 111,
Richardson, TX 75081; Denver: 373 Inverness
Dr., So. Englewood, CO 80112; Fairlawn:
2100 Route 208, Fairlawn, NJ 07410;
Indianapolis: 8755 Guion Road, Suite G,
Indianapolis, IN 46268; Los Angeles: 10039
So. Pioneer Blvd, P.O. Box 2668, Santa Fe
Springs, CA 90670; St. Louis: Copper Bend
South, 936 So. 59th Street, Belleville, IL
62223.
DESCRIPTION: Complete line of cable TV
products including fiber optic links and
matching coaxial amplifiers, earth stations
and receivers, headend electronics,
distribution products, taps and passives,
addressable and non-addressable set-top
terminals, and status monitoring and IPPV
systems. Scientific-Atlanta can show you
how to turn arebuild into aless-expeasive
upgrade through fiber optics and enhanced
coaxial electronics.

Synchronous

Communications Inc.

Synchronous
Communications Inc. ...(408) 943-0222
1885 Lundy Avenue
Suite 102
San Jose, CA 95131
PERSONNEL: Vincent Borelli, President;
Herman Gysel, Director of Engineering.
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer of frequency
agile headend components. Also of broadcast
quality multi-channel fiber optic video links.

W.Whitaker
8( ASSOCIATES
W. Whitaker & Associates .(317) 447-3345
620 South Earl Avenue
P.O. Box 6327
Lafayette, IN 47905
PERSONNEL: Wendell Whitaker, President;
Keith Patrick, Customer Service Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers
representative for CATV, MATV, LAN and
business, fiber optic and RF communications
equipment.

FIBER OPTIC APPLICATIONS

Fiber optics: Thro ugh a
glas ssuccessf ully
For many systems, large and small,
the daily operation of afiber optic link
is routine. Contributing Editor George
Sell reports on what chief engineers in
such systems think about fiber optics,
here and now, and what applications
are working well, today.—Ed.

I

n the late '70s and early '80s, most
people in the cable industry still
thought fiber optics to be a "blue
sky" proposition for consideration sometime in the future. But while most
shied away from glass, others took a
closer look at its possibilities and found
that it met their needs, and installed
fiber. Some systems have been operating fiber optic links for nearly adecade
with success.
With the introduction of single-mode
fiber optic cable and improved photoelectronics, the cost has come down
while capabilities have increased. Virtually all systems currently operating
fiber optics are in agreement that fiber
works well for almost any application
involving point-to-point signal transportation.
While most will agree the industry
is not at the point where it is ready to
run fiber to the home, many are closely
watching developments of, or already
laying plans to install in the near
future, a headend-to-multiple nodes
distribution trunking system (a la the
"backbone" concept) and the various
possibilities of FM/AM/FM conversion
schemes.
"I had AT&T in here twice and they
laid out a (headend-to-multiple nodes
distribution trunking) system for us,"
says Bob Ritchie, vice president of
engineering for Suburban Cablevision,
the McLean-Hunter system in East
Orange, New Jersey. "We've done a
lot of work in the last year on it
ourselves, looking at what's feasible for
us." Ritchie has not yet decided to
implement any plans but is actively
investigating the latest vendor demonstrations.
Ritchie's system, a 204,000 subscriber operation, activated a six kilometer-long digital TVRO-to-headend
link in 1985 and is sold on fiber optics.
"This digital system has been excellent," Ritchie reports. "We had some

bugs in it when it was installed, but
after that it's been running well."
Fiber phobia
Few systems that have installed
fiber report any difficulties with construction. In fact, most will tell you
that it was a real eye-opener to them
that fiber optics was easier and less
complex to install than coaxial cable.
"It's real simple and there's nothing
to it," says Jim Shultz, chief engineer
with Rogers Cablesystems of Minnesota, which serves the Minneapolis
area. While the Minneapolis system
does not operate the common-carrier
telephone link within its boundries, it
was involved in its construction.
"It's hard to mess up without knowing it," Shultz adds. "I feel the technology is easier to understand than normal coaxial cable and amplifiers."
Back in the winter of 1986, when
Shultz's system began construction of
the four-mile link, it was more difficult
to obtain training. "There wasn't a
good learning bed for it,' Shultz points
out. "But now, you've got courses in
the vocational/technical schools and,
of course, all the manufacturers will
come in and give seminars."
Jim Dryden, chief engineer at Buckeye Cablevision, serving Toledo, Ohio's
109,000 subscribers, operates a fiber
optic distribution trunking system running from the headend to three hub
sites. "When we started with fiber,
we treated it very carefully and then
we realized, 'Wait a minute, we're
working with this stuff easier than we
are with cable,' "Dryden says.
'typical applications
Since 1983, Comcast Cablevision of
Maryland, serving Baltimore County,
has operated the world's largest analog
video fiber optic system. According to
chief engineer Tom Gorman, their
33-mile application involves the interconnection of four headends via multimode fibers. Rebuilding this system is
currently in the discussion stages.
"Maintenance is ever increasing,"
reports Gorman. "It's hard to find
lasers that meet specs. The laser life is

about three years for this system, so
we are replacing lasers fairly regularly
now. There are about 70 lasers and the
total system has eight repeaters."
But rebuilding this system will differ from the original build because the
technology has advanced since then.
"As far as I can see," Gorman says,
"this system cost $670,000 to build in
1983, and Ican rebuild and duplicate
it for half that, right now. Isuppose
that's because Iwon't need repeaters. I
can eradicate eight repeaters in this
thing by putting in a single-mode,
1300-nanometer system. Ican put all
the channels Icarry (40) on a single
fiber, where right now I have them
spread across five fibers."
Gill Cable of San Jose, California,
now owned by Heritage, has afive mile
headend-to-headend supertrunk interconnect. Installed last year over a
four-week period, the single-mode link
only carries three video channels and
eight audio signals. "Coaxial cable
would have been cheaper for the channels we carry on it," says chief engineer
Mark Bisenius, "but we would have
higher maintenance and would not be
in a position for future technologies."
Bisenius adds, "We are pleased with
what we have in here."
The use of fiber optics is not limited
to large or even mid-sized systems. rIbm
Mack, the chief engineer at Ibkstar
Cablevision, operating several systems
in the rural resort areas of Lake
Michigan, employs fiber to interconnect
three headends. Feeding 12 video/
audio channels by one-way interconnect from one headend, the fiber link
goes out eight miles to a headend
serving 200 subscribers, and that
headend, in turn, passes the signals via
fiber out another seven miles to a
headend that serves only 150 subscribers.
"We're rural, very small," Mack
says, "our largest system, which is
Detroit Lakes, has 3,000 subs. Some of
our towns have 80 subs in them and
less."
Tom Foster, Director of Engineering
for Greater Rochester Cablevision West,
the 161,000 ATC system in northern
New York state, transports 16 channels 20 miles from a hub site to the
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headend via single-mode fiber. The
system also employs fiber for a300-foot
run within the headend facility building, for commercial insertion, from
master control to the headend operations area. Foster asserts, "Fiber gives
you so much flexibility down the road,
limited only by the electronics. And,
the need is there and continues to push
the technology.'
The United Artists Entertainment
(formerly Daniels and Associates) system in Baton Rouge, La., transports
15 video channels and an FM band 11
kilometers from one headend to another headend. Installed in 1986, using
three bundled single-mode fibers, the
link is used for commercial insertion.
"One fiber is running 13 video channels. The second fiber is running two
more channels and the FM band. We
have athird fiber in the bundle and it's
just there for expansion," relates Dave
Matthews, the chief engineer for the
system.
The flexibility and adaptability of
fiber, not only for future expansion, but
for the solution of many of today's
problems, is demonstrated by the experience of United Cable TV of Eastern
Connecticut, which serves the 150,000
subscribers in West Hartford and Plainville.
The system runs an 11-mile singlemode fiber link from the headquarters
office to the headend, which they
installed in 1986. But four years prior
to that installation, the system operated a multimode link, carrying four
channels per fiber, between a remote
earth station and the main headend,
which has since been moved.

MULTILINK

Consider the alternatives
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Dryden considered the alternatives.
"We looked at single-channel FM
microwave, AML, FM supertrunking,
and feed-forward technologies, from all
of the different manufacturers, and the
only thing that we kept coming back
to was fiber," says Dryden.
Gorman, in Baltimore, says, "With
AML, we couldn't get zoning for some
tower space." For their four headend
interconnect, "The other option was
to go with the standard CATV architecture, which would have been just too
noisy with too many amplifiers."
For Ritchie's East Orange, New
Jersey system in the densely populated
New York City environment, "Microwave was not feasible. We were already
facing microwave congestion in the
metropolitan area. We couldn't get any
more channels put in. We didn't want
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to go FM because of the amplifiers. We
looked at an analog system but we got
a good price on the digital system
because there wasn't much we had to
play around with. It either works or it
doesn't."
Cost vs. performance
In many cases, the fiber option
presents an up-front installation cost
that exceeds all other options. "But,
the curve turns when you start looking
at maintenance," says Dryden. "We
haven't lost an amplifier, because we
don't have any. We haven't lost apower
supply, because we don't have any. We
haven't had a car/pole accident knock
an amplifier out, because we don't have
any."
And performance is satisfying. "We
have measured the signal going in and
coming out...and we are very pleased
with it. When we analyzed the total
cost for the project, we realized that it
(fiber) was going to cost more than
anything. But then, as we operated it,
we found that the operating costs were
so low," Dryden concludes.
Future planning
It seems that once you've experienced fiber operations, it becomes the
method of choice for many future
applications. Matthews says, "Right
now, we are looking at amajor rebuild
of the system. We are looking to go
multi-hubs and we are looking at
pricing for either microwave or fiber.
With my experience, I'm leaning toward fiber," says Matthews, "but, at
this point, it looks like microwave
would be less costly."
But Matthews has other fiber optic
applications in mind. "We've been
approached by the city to do some
traffic light synchronization. Banks
are looking to CATV for cheaper prices
to run data. We've got a bid from the
city to put a fiber optic line in so they
can take the county prison and arraign
suspects from the prison without having to transport them back and forth
to the judge's chambers. They want
video and audio both ways and Imean
some dynamic specs. We couldn't use
conventional RF because they are looking for 99.99 percent reliability."
Like so many others in the industry,
Scott is watching the development of
AM over fiber. "I still feel that we
need good fiber AM transmission and
that seems to be really the hold up. If
you can get a laser that will transmit
agood AM signal, we've got it made." •

CableVision.

Furthermore, we designed acable that's
No one's been more farsighted in designing fiber
optic cable than Siecor. As aresult, our cable design friendly to fiber—protecting it from environmental
is virtually the same today as it was nearly ten years stress. And finally, we allowed for changing fiber
ago. In the same time span, many of our competitors optic technology Our cable carries multimode or
have redesigned their cables two and three times or single mode signals at any transmission rate. It
transmits at all wavelengths. And it accommodates
more. And guess what? Their cables now look
the use of evolving splicing techniques.
amazingly like ours.
The fact is, no better cable has come along
One reason our design hasn't changed—and
in the last ten years. And no cable can prepare
the reason it's so widely imitated—is simple. We
anticipated the craftsman's most important needs. your system better for the future.
So talk to the company with the vision to
In doing so, we introduced stranded loose
tube design which groups fibers in tubes. This way, see what's ahead in fiber optics. Call 704/327-5998.
it provides the best protection during stripping
Or write Siecor Corporation, Literature Department
and splicing. And makes fibers easy to identify
(CO) TV-1, 489 Siecor Park,
and manage.
Hickory NC 28603-0489.
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